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FOREWORD

The Computer-Based Education echnology Team of the U.S. Army
Research institute for the Behaviora and Social Sciences (Agi) performs
research and development in eares of educational technokogy that apply to
military training. Of interest are computer-based instructibnal deliVery
systems that focus öñ developing the accompanying instructional course-.
ware in.thi' m6st efficidht and cost-effective manner possible. Develop-
ment and implementation of sup systems will help solve'the problem of
training individuals to proehice good courseware in a reasonable time, at .

an acceptable cost.

Mil Technical Report-describes a development and feasitlility demon-
stration of twq alithor aids designed to assist individuals in developing
tests and instruction. The project was funded'jointly by ARI and the
Defense-Advanced Research Pr6jects Agenby (DARPA). To accomplish tflis
research, ARI'snresources were'augmented by contract DAHC 19-76-C-0041 with
the Human Resources Research Organization, an organization selected as hav-
ing unique capabilities for research and development in this area.

Personnel at the U.S. Army Engineer Sghool (USAES), Fort Belvoir, Va.,
provided g4dance and assistance throughout theiproject: Dr. Everett
Rompf, Mr. Jack Ainsworth, LTC Ernest Larson, MAJ John Harvey, MAJ Ramile R.
Rebello, 1LT D. Bunn, SFC,Alton J. Blanchard, and SEt Leon M, Loomis. In
addition; Dr. James Kraatz, PLATO Services Organization, Computer-Based
Educational Research Laboratory, University of at Urbana, and
Os. Beverly Hunter and Mr. Richard Rosenblatt ?f HumRRb also.-contributed
to the research effo'rt.

.The entire researàh mork unit area is responsive 'to the requirementr
of TDT&E Project 2Q762717A764, "Edudational and Training Ttchnology," the
1977 ARI Work Program:

'-v

EPH ZEI R
hnical Ditector .
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ON-LINP AthHORING AIDS FOR INSTRUCTIONAL DiSIGN
I.

BRIEF

Requirement:

The purpose was to examine the feasibility of prOviding "how to de

it" guidance (authoringiiids) fbr the instr4ctional design and development
tasks identified by the Interservice Procedures for Instructional Systems

Development (IPISD) model. The usefulne$s of the IPISD model depends on
authoring aids Which enable training personnel to translate IPISD pro-

cedures into instructional products. The authoring aids developed by this

research should be useful for computerTbased and off-lin instruction and

be generalizable bre differing subject matter areas.

Procedure:r .

Authoring aids were constructed, implemented, and tested. The author-

ing_aids were developed o be used oh the PLATO IV ComOUteVLAssisted In-

sttuction (CAI) system. The first step proddrei flowcharts which detailed
the steps of the IPISD Blocks 11.2 (Develop Tes s) and 111.4 (Develop fn-
struction).- sOn-line authq) aids aa well as off-iirie vervions were produped

to assist the author in preparing materials for CAI and hon-CAI delivery

. of instruction.

Three levels of evaluatIon were conducte4. An informal evaluation

on existing IPISD materials was performed,'and a formative evalua&ion on
the newly developed authoiing aids. Finally, the instructionalsmaterials

were evaluated by military auth9rs-and administvred tolO.S. Army Engineer

,School trainees.

Findings:

'The feasibility of on-line aids for implementing IPISQ.-Blocks 11.2

(Develop Tests) and 111.4 (Develop Instruction) was demonstrated through

thd evaluations. User acceptance oftthe aids 'was high, and the time re-

quired for development of test and lesson material has been significantly
reduced. i

,

Utilization of Findings:

. -
Based on these findings,*the development of authoring aids for addi-

.

tional blocks of the IPISD model was initiated.

X,,
4
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I.

Chapter' I

t BACKGROUND

kia . The Nrpose-of,this.chapter is to provide Ian overview of the .state-
of-the-art related-to instractionar systems dfol.gn and evaluation. rajor
subjects addressed in this chapter are:

I*
or

Systems Approach to Training
Problems 'of Implementing I structional System Development Models
The Need for Author Aids f

. -

Approaches and Techniques for Evaluating InstructIon

SYSTEMS APPROAN TOTRAINING.

A revolution in the technolpgy of training within the military and
inklustry began wheh the'systema concept "was applied to the.de*elopment and
conduct of training. , Even now,* after 25 years, the full potential of ,u
appfiing the systems approach to improve the effectiveness of instruction,
improve on-the-job performance.and lower the,cost of training has not been
realized. -Even so, results from applications of the systems approach in
terms ot.imiiroved instruth.on, increased relevance-in what is taught, and
lowered costs have been 'so dramatic that, at present', the systems approach
to training has permeated civilian training (andeducation as well)--
train,ing in business and industry;.training in_the military services, and
training in other'agencies of the,feaeral govefnment. ,

Many diffetent names; terms, and variations are or have been used for
the systems approach to training. Some,of the names are: "systems
engipeering of training," "curriculum engineering," "systems approach to
trEiiii14," "instructional systems development,," "training situation analysis,"
modern instructional tecHnology:" Even among those using a particular
name, there are many divergences in dqinitions, particulars of technique
and proceduies,Aand effectiveness with which the systems approach is
applied. Despite such variations, thelommon thrust and oriehtation of
these applitations is pre-emifient, espOially as they contrast with tradi-
tiOhal app.roaches to training.

. _

, The essence of the systems appto ch'to fraining rests in identifying
explfZil.end states that are to be aclieved through training and in defining
sets- of orderly, objective, and explifit procedures.to do that which is
neceasary to achieve these end states in.the most cpmprehensive', reliable,
effeCtive and efficient manner.

The systems approach defines a p (3ess whichsfocuses upon the job
that is ultimately to be perlformed ankl upon the individual who is to learn

N.
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to perforM that job. Traditional.approaches, by contrast, focus upon
conventional subject matter blocks that tend to be more of the "school
catalog" variety and are, generally, only approximately pertinent to what,

the student will be doing later.

1 *In addition, most traditional approaches place the burden for infor-
matión transfer upon the students rather than on the instructional
materials. Whether the nstruction is rapid or slow, complex or-dull,

the sap:lent must adapt. y contrast, in the syetems approach, it is
feasible to engineer flexibility into the instruction and, so, to adapt
the instructional system to individual differences among the'students.

Special consideration is given to: Q

. Evaluation of the needs of each individual student.
,The hature of instructional content to be imparted. s.
The'instructional decision rules that mediate between student

nels and instructional content.

The systems approach is just what.the name implies: a systematic

process for specifying the desired products of praining apd selecting what

will be taught, how it will be taught, what the presentation mechanism will

be, and evaluating the effects of each phase of the process. It focuses -

on studedeperformance as a determinant of content. Its proper application

can hardly fail t6 improve instruction where only incidental attention has,

been given to these functions. Thus, in the systems approach setting,
,unconventional clusters of instructional material may be used for a uniform

(usually small) group of students, each of whom is being prepared to perform

the same job. Major.efficiency is achieved. by directing instruition

preciseZy to the student and to what the student will use on the job,
thereby assuring relevance and efficiency, precluding oversights, and

adapting instruction to the individual.
\

During the past 20k years, many attempts have been made to codify.a

.definitive technology fdr the systems approach to straining. Early efforts

in this area included those by.HumRRO on behalf of the U.S. Army in the

early 1950s and the development of the USAF personnel subsystem approach in the

m1d-1950s"The HumRRO model for example [1,2,3,4], is a seven-step process which
starts withkehe development of a man-machine system analysis model. From

that, a job model is developed which 'then leads to both the specification

of knoufledze and skill required for adequate performance of the job, and

the proficiency test clvelopment. The proficiency test measures the\

ability of the student to perform actual job tasks, thereby assessing the

job proficiency of the student. From the specification of skills and

knowledge, one may determine the instructional objectives, which is tfo say,

those specific reqyiirements for an instructional program. Once the

instróctional obje tives have been determined, then a training program

can be constructed. The seventh step is the evaluation of the training

Rrogram.

One Of the more notable of recent systems appfoach efforts is the

InterService Procedures for Ins;ructional Systems Development (IPISD) Model

[5,6,7,8,9].' This Model was 'prepared by the Center for Educational-

2 8
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Technology at Florida Siete Iniversity under contract with the Inter-
. service Committee for Ins udtional Systems and Development,- involvi g
the Aimy, Navy, Air Force end the Marine Corps. The IPISD contains
standardized rationale, ferknology, and basic concepts oeinstruct onal
systems. These have evolved by developing and recArding the results of
efforts in theoret.ical and guidance materials required for actually per-
forming instructional systems development. Prior to this effort, the Air
FoFce had undertaken a large activity to develop, defind, and record a
detinitive technology for instructional oystems development [10], and the
Army had einbarked on an ambitious five-year program to systems engineer
all of its training courses [11]. Some of the development of. the systems
approadh to training has gone on outside the Services, particularly in
*ndustry [12,13,14]. In addition, Mager [15] and others such as Glaser
116], Ammerman [17], Krathwohl [18], Bloom [19], Melchfng [20], Gagne [21],
Esbensen [22], Bond [23], and Butts [24], to mention only a feW, have
made significant-contributions to systems approach modeN through their .

research in the development of behaviotal objectfves and sequencing of
instruction. In the Navy, much of-the work dealing with the systems
approach has been car ied out by UiNTEC with refeience to'simulation
(e.g., [25,26]). a dition, the,Navy has initiated several major
effo;ts related to tr ining systems design of a more general nature [27,
28,?9]. c

The IPISD model shows promise as a dseful tool in instruitiona/
system development activities and is presently undergoing preliminary field
evaluation. The model consists of five major phases which can bc eoneeived
under the ADDIC rubric:

A analyze

D design

D Aeveloil

.I implement

C control

Figure 1 ys a breakdowd .of the five phases into more detailed activities
(blocks) comprising each phase.

PROBLEMS or IMPLEMENTING INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEM DEVELOPMbiT MODELS

Early applications of the systems approach tg training were accemplihed
by'expert traihing developers. In the 1960s, the possibility of having
laymen use these models to,achieve the success of the experts, by imitating
their 'actions; was tmplored. The use of an ISD manual by existing military
.perisonnel with little or neexperience in training program design may cost
a fract.ion of the go§t of hiring or ontractitig expeqs to do the deve pment.

Even so, the cost/effectiveness of the model will still depend on the
effeativeness'of the.model, or iools, in enabling laymen to ptoduce

. effective instruction.

3..
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THE BLOCKS IN EACH PHASE ARE:
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Detailed Breakdyvn of Activities .to be Performed in Eac hese
(TRADOC'p 350-30, Executive Summary and Model, Augiist 1975)
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In the past few yearsproblems with attempts at impleientine ISb
models by laymen have sUrfaced. Montmerlo [30] conductecka comprehensive
review.of SD seate-ot-ac and problems of implementation. His conclusion
was thai "available ISD-type methodologies.will'not allow the layman to be
as.successiU1 as the expert." (The particular IPISD manuals with Which we
are concerned, however, were notoa -part of this review.)

Montmerlo cites the paper by Ricketson, Schulz and Wright [31] as th'e
IIIImost significant article concerning the problems of iSD.," because it

represents "the only empirical evaluation of,an ISD-type methodology."
Ricketson, Schulz, 'and Wright studied the CONAkREG 350-100-r and its
implementatidn by Army instrUctional developers. Although IPISD is intended .

to be a considerable improvement over 350-100-1, many of the same Problems'.
do apply.' For example, Ricketson, et al., found that "High rates of
personnel turnover-within some curriculum development groups have resulted
in a general reduction of systems-engineering program productivity,"
Assuming this-to be a continuing teality.in military initructionalApvelopl-
ment, the need becomes evident to proVide authoring aids whih can be
quickly learned by new developers. The stUdy found,-among other things,.
that developers tended to develop training programs that 'employed the
s4Me techniques with which they had been taught, since the)i did not have
the ability to ass ss other training techniques and equipment.

IPISD itnd other ISD manuals are intended to have general applicability.
However, lt has been clearly recognizedby twiny experts that the same
tethodologies cannot be applied to the univirse of training.problems. The
literature on task analysis, for example, contains a number of articles on
the impossibility of using the same method for all tasks [32,33,34].

The IPISD Executime Summary & Model [9].also emphasizes the need for
different methodologies in the statement, "The eXtent that ono used the
interview method, the observation method, or the occupational survey method
depends on the nature of the job being analyzed, the job data already
available, and the availability of analyses esources." [9]

While the "what\to do" may remain relatively constant across training
, problems, the "how te do it" may v'ary enormously. This again is why the

instructional systems designer needs a wealth of aids to refer to in
dealing with a specific raining problem in specific subject area-
While,the IPISD manuals do provide far more teferences to the literature
than previous.manuals did, they do not provide specific "how to do it"
guidance for specific design and developmw tasks. [9, p. 1241

Another major problem area of ISD'implementatioti in general is the
management of the instructional development process. For example, when a

**Change is made in the conditions of a particular test item, this has many
ramifications backward and forward in the ISD proess. The management of
these changes, including the communication among various members of the
IPISD team, is complex and usually yequires some management aids.
Discussions with training staff at yt.,Belvoir provided us with practical
evidence that it is in the area of ihanagement of the ISD process that
major, problems continue to be found.
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Other problems of using IPIS4 relate to the baaground skills Of the

'team0.eader and of the members of the development team. This is poineed

out-in the,IPISD Executive Summary [9], in the Montmerlo study [30], and

in many other sources [35,36,37]. .

The IPISD model is advanced over other systems,approacti models in
proliiding guidance to the training ?onager. Howeyer?-the-ISISD manualp

are not presently intended to provide specific.procedures for every instruc-

tional situation that can be encountered. 'Some situations are now covered,

only by the general principles underlying the Model. If IPISD is to have

a--"fair chance" of being accepted by training managers, it is essential
that tools and authtir aids be developed that will permit training personnel

to readily and effectively translate recommended IPTSD procedures intd

meaningful instructional products. This rationale forms the basis for
the initiation of the present project.

11'

THE NEED FOR AUTHOR AIDS

Author aids are any products used in accomplishing.one or mOreisteps
of the IPISD procedures. Under this definition, thousands of guidebooks,
research studies, texts, professional articles4..,and technical reports
could be considered.as aids.. If an.instructional'sxotem desigrWt. iaete

familiar with the full range 'of aids avAtilAblhe.mouid in Tact', be mi.:

expert in the tield of TPISD aft4 therefo'reAet Ue'a'Subject.,fof- our:aohC4AW'3..
The probler for the author (any mem6er orthe devpdtentteam), is to :

'

know what'iiids to use when, to know they exist, to.IttilYe O,C.C'itS to them in .

a timely way, and to have some faciliAy and jAdgMent ip tfiOir Oplication.

In this effort two of the blocks-of the IPISD model i.!ete selected-
for evaluation,. Block.II.2, Develop Tests, and Block 111.4, Dev'elop.

Instruction. The first block, 11.2, was required in the RFQ. :Our
choice of Block 111.4 is *wed on a number of mutuallyosupportive

general and specific reasons.. Many leading instructional technologisth
and designers have concluded from their experience that the Development
Phase of instr ctional preparation is the significant compo ent of the
systeMatic app ach to producing quafity instruction. It i4 expensive,
time consuming, critical, and requires specialized capabilftiea. Van Pelt

. and RiCh [38], IJor example, speak from experience in the Army training
environment: ' here.is no question that mucll time is wasted by writers ,

casting about f r a reasonable set of gUidelines to follew that will result
in lessons requiring a' minimum of editing and rgvison." For the Navy,
Aagard and Braby [39] have emphasized the need for an algorithmic approach
to tanslate basic learning events intwinstructionally meaningful task
categories ". . A in a manner that emphasizes the flow of events and the
combining and sequencing of learning guidelines in the design of a training
program. . ." (p. 7)., In the civilian sector, Lipson J401 has stressed the
need-for ". . . increaed investment in develo*nt of inetructional .

materialt." The "homemade" variety doesn't have . . the qtiplities.o
craftsmanship, artistry, nor the proper incorporation of what is known
about effective instructional design to be widely used." Industrial
developefs of CAI (Simonsen and RensWaw [41]) have stressed that:"..

1 2
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the cost of lesson preparation'actually inord than dou4les tqe projected
cost of en hour of CAI and cannot be ignored." Recent ina/yses (formal':
Ahd the Trainingjind,EvalUation Group (TAEG)litupport this
Assertion fbr the general case of individualized inittructOn that %involves

, a systematic approach to the.development of materials,:

, . .

On A specific and practical basis.we have learned fVm the CurricUlum
Development kersonnel at die USAES that,theyave expekenced the most
difficulty in using.IPISD with Block 1114, Dbvelnp Inatrfte4lion: A

Comparison oLtest constyuction-to\gel..leral dlivelopment of instruction
suggest's that in developing, tests (Imp Block I1.2), authors need help
In perfoitling Piich'activities as tile follqviiak:- .

'
. ,

., Developing test items that actually test the Terminal Learning
' Objectives (TLO), Learning Objectives (LO), and Lesson Steps (1,,S),.

'Constructing hand4-on scorable units of Skill Qualification.'
Tests (SQTs).

Developing scoring procedures.

Writing test item- that will help identify bad instiuction.

, o' Devisihg test items' that will support remediation strategies.

Generating test items hnd alternative forms of items.

Managing the test development process, e.g., have all TL1 been
tested?

Obtaining reliability measures on test items.Iv

4 #-

4

,Determining ale validity:of test items.

In. B1.45ck 111.4, Develop Instruction, a variety of aids arejleeded.
Some of the activities and decisions-whith require support include:

Ensuring reading level is appropriate to the audience.

Deciding what kind of drill and practice is needed, and how much,
for a given task.

Deciding how the student will be able to obtain additional help.

DeterMining the nature, frequency, and type of feedback to prOvide
to the student during the.instruction.

1
Personnel Communtcation, Dr. Richard Braby of the Training and Eyaluation

Group (TAEG). 8

7
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As an ovet\ tding concern, aids are needed to help reduce the time it takes

to develgiv qualioty instruction ad tests, and to mle the development!'

'process as efficient.as possible
,-

A wide varietY of,aids exist.' Recently Logan [42] completed ,a survey

of existing tools/procedures which c uld be.used by_lonstructional(developers

in conjunction with the IPI41). .The kesults of this survey indicated that -

aids exist for a number of IPISD components. UnfortOnately, a considerabi

techntchi background.and leVel of expertise is required for their u4e.

Thus';'.even when aids are availaby, there remains the problem of using .,,thr.without imposing an undue burden on the author.
.

The existence of thlse aids testifies to the, recognition that they'are

needed. However, in the case of authpir aids it is,nat the variety and

quantity in the,universe that Counts. 'What maWars-ils that the aOptopriate

aid be available, easy to use.and accessible at the Oght time and place..

The majority af existing materials are more of the "what to do" nature

than the "how fo do it" variety. There are a number of general esource

guidelines already available to aid systematic deVelop ent struction..

The following discussion of these resource§ is illusira e and not intended

to be exhaustive of the field. Because theY are general,'many of these

handbooks, manuals, etc.,. Lire difficult to categorize in terms of specific

single phases of.IPISD. However, many exampieg can7be categorized as giving

guidan'ce primarily in Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation,.or

;&oqtreil. -.Fpr instance, Harless [43] emphasizes the importance of "front-

end analys s" to solve human-,performance problems. For his target audience,

tilnprtmarily agement personnel, he recommends defining,the.problem, inves- ,

tigating Its characteristics and studying alternative solutions arid the).*

costs before making any decisions'. McKnight's work [44] on tailoring

militaryllying by systems and Sob analysis Rrovides.another useful .

resource lor the' Analysis,,Phase. The recently produced Marine Corps

training guide for'task analysis, [45] is another such aid. li-
/

Mager's tethniqueb 446] are classic as aids to stiuplating precise

instructional,,objecitiveh 9d.thus fit into.the Design phasefof IPISD.

The TAEG.appr6ac to cát garizing instructional tasks according to

particular learn ng algorithms [9] can in some instences be useful for

:design purpoSese ,

, .)

TMLbrief'book by ttp7] for beginners.falls between Design and,

Deva ment. : It descrpes/Atile systematic procedres necessary-to begin

&.progriim6-, Hqe neglects the details such as frame writing or

program ,formitl,..conntrating on the'"practical" issues of steps .that

precede:writingOesting programs, and avoiding pitfalls. Drumlieller's

hdldbook [48]As. evell.broader. In his guide of curriculum design for

individualize AnStrlfction hp has highlighted the need.for materials to

"have comprehensiveness." .His systems approach provides guide-

tfie4foryiM a detailed model for curriculum design. It includes

defining,oblective's, analyzing slab-objectives and integrating.them into

the.learning emperiences. ;Wong and Raulerson's [49] guide spans all the

;:s't9ps of.IPISDTIn brief but they spend more time and give more detailed

8 '

/
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aid for Design-and Develop ent. In the latter, they provide guidance for
media se1ettion based on yariationt in stimulus requirements of the learning-

,
tasks. Their selection guide is.usefur, and while not apparently theo-
retically derive.a..from learning principles as is Briggs' approath [50],-it'
may 6e more helpful to the layman. As with most such selection guides,.

- the user still must choose from two or Chree potentially iquivaJent alter--)

natives.. Wong and Raulerson's modei [49] is based in general on-a strict
sequential view.of learning.

A number of publishea texts ar available as aids-for imrious parts
of the Develdpment Phase of IPISD. Markle [51],has discussed ;he construe-

format, and sequencing of the frames Ili her texts, both of Fhich are
pro ammed.Sperry [52] with its Instructiral Program Detelopment WOrkbook,
.has developed'and used cdMprehensive_plans for a workshop (along with
workbook) on instructional program develokent. Its structure follbws the!
.philosophy of mafhetics that includes demonstrationv.prompt, and release
exercises. Espech and Williams [53] in their ,Handbook for authors of
programmed instruction describe the process of constructing progrvs with
major emphasis on editing, testing, and analysis. The finishedyroduct is
then assured of being a "packaged change of behavior." Hawkrtdge, Campeau,
and Trickett [54] provide a rather unique resource to help the evaluator
prepare his reports. While it is written towards a school systeM audiene,
its clear, concise approach should make it usable in a militaryccontext.
More recently, and still under development, Hillelsohn is employing a
programmed instruction approach to creatinl; and managing computer-based
learning materfals [55]. This effort is expected to provide an additional
means for implementing several components of the IPISD model.

-The most relevant example for the Army as an aid to Implementation of
instruction is the military. training. manual, FM 21-6. [56]. Its format is
readable and comprehensive, replete with exaMples for the instructors7.

Not a'great deal of useful materi) ls is available for the Control
phase per se. However, Cogan's case s udy approach [57] is illustrative
of suCh aids whicsh could be a useful resource to training managers.

Haviqg noted some of the available resources, certain caveats are-in
order. Rather than providing actual help in performing the authoring work,
or even detailed "how to do it" guidance, most of the existing author
aids may serve simply to reinforce or broaden the guidance provided in
IPISD manuats. Aagard and Braby [39] very carefully note the practical
limitations of the use for their algorithms and guidelines to general
approaChes. "The tasi categories and related guidelines.are not at a
level that willaccommodate any training setting.' Briggs' handbook (50]
may also serve such a broad guidance function. Care should be exercised
in the' selection of aids to be integrated with IPISD, so that
IPISD authors are not confronted with a Conflision' of different yet

similar models, sets Qk jargon, procedures or forms. Existing general
manuals differ-from one'another in that they:

5
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Include different steps or different names,for steps.

e

Include-different methods of accomplishing each step.
FN

Provide different levels'of specificity4in the detail'included
.

under each step.
.

.
.

Provide different formatg for reporting the work 44omplished

under each step.. ',.
.

.
,..

Th tb.provide the most-efficient'agid.to IPISD devt1oper.,1
.

s, the guidance

found imsomof these manuals qnd guidebook's needs to.be translated and
, %.

integrated intoFthe IPISD framework, rather than referred to in lig source

fortn.

.0ne example of a useful "how to do it" geidejs the Guidebook for

Developing Criterion-Referenced Tests [5.8]. To mAke the guidance in this

book readily ece4sikle and useful td the IPISD alithor, the ideas neea to

be tntegrated intA the IPISD framework. Another important aid in the

testing area is the:reteni Manual for.DevelOping Skill Qualificatpn [59]

and the Procedures for Validating Skifl Qualification Tests [60].

'In some cases, the Author needs actual assistance in performing an

acttvity, rather than simply how to do it information. For example,

automated readabilfty inctices can take some of the, workload from.the author.
,

Some aids are specific to' a particular method or theory of instruction.

T4e-layman author needs some basis for-using that particular approach or

method, and needs to know.that it is one of severel alternatives. Thus,

for example, Matkle's [51] texts might be relevant and useful to an author

who has decided to follow her particular approach 'to programmea instructiOn.

Alternatively, Sperry's comprehensive plans for a workshop and workbook

[52] on instructional Program development as noted earlier follows,the.

philosophy of mathetics.

\

the more specialized areas of computee-based instructional develop-

ment, an array of Automated aids Ave been produced. The TICCIT project

[61], for example, uses highly structured forms-for text preparation, apd

highly proceduralized produCtion techniques for authoring teams.- Similarly,

Propect IMPACT [62-68] developed standard formattAng aids for aufOrs,

sephisticated techniques for log& and textjseparation, instructional

management, etc. Again, these aids are higHly specific to-A particular

infitructional strategy or ,method and (particuiarly in the case of TICCIT)

frequently constrained by system hardware and software constraints.

The array of automated aids for authors of computer-based m#terials

includes: special programming languages, test item generators, scoring

algorithms, recordkeeping facilities, objectives data banks, text editors,

graphics aids, student response Analysis algorithms, data analysis routines,

statistical subroutine packages.

10 1
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. Among the major.problems for users of computer-adminiatered instruction'
(CAI) iR the high cost of developing quality instructional Materiair. The
problem is exacerbated by the fact that new CAI Programmers-frequently
tequire several months of,training before ihey.ane able,to produce quality
instructio within an acceptable time frame,. 'Mese individuals view their
role as riat of subject-matter efperte aeeducators Father than programmers.
To.sati fy this audience, authbring aills are,needed that will permit
educato s Up rapidly develbp quAlity instruction without extensive CAI

. a,

langdagel training. s , 4

.As a firsr step-in' meeting 1h 4. need, and a forerutper of the present
., research, HumRRO cbmpleted the develoPment of sets of author aids'caYled

.

AONIFORMS [67,68]. These aids.assiat'an author im generating question-and-
..answerntype practice tems. The-author interacts with the computer which .

leads the author steptby-step in the creation of items, answers feedback, .

remediation, etc. The-resulting practice items can then becom rt of
either an oa-line'Or off-line course of The compu er dialog
Can also be used off-line in the form of. checklist ,for the author,

10
, Tv%

MONIFORMS were developed specificalbn for.the PLATO IV system T6TOR
language. However, thex4oncept of programming templates which permit
authars'with limited programming experience to create test and lesson

.

materials has wider application.
. While MONIFORMS are a valuable firat step,

there-still existed a need for more advanced author aids. Prelitinary study -'
at HumRRO indicated the'feasibility of developing author aids which through
-interrogation:Of the couse author would automatically convert lesson content
and structure into executable program code. Therefore, the author would
require no 'previous programnApg experience and thus make thg aids much --

easier to use. This conceptitormed the basis\of the'approach for the current
_effort.

J %

In summaty,,wititrespect to authoring aids:

1. :There exists a very rich array of a wide variety of materials,
handbooks, guidesi-and.automated-aids whiCh could serve to help in the
IPISD process.

2. There exists a very real need for these aids.

- 3. The selection of specific assistance to,be integratwa into eh'e
framework of MST is a task that is yet to be completed.

EVALUATION

In the previous sections, we have discussed the neea-for specific
aids or tools which can assist authors to apply the IPISD process in'the
preparation of instruction. In developing and tailoring aids for authors,
we are in effect developing instructionfor authors. Once any instruc-
tional product is under development-, a continuous process of evaluation and

,
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revision,needs to take place. This evaluativ* prodess should,also be 4

)
applied to the development qf author aids--an.approhch we have taken in

lthe present research effort. The folloWing discussion of evaluation provides

back#round and rationale for our approach tp eviquation,
.

. .

biak4ation befined
'

Evaluation Is the process'of delineating, obt4n4g, isitid,Oroviding

,

useful infdrmationkin judging decision alternatives [49]. It is an action-

.related'process whTch has as it& Ma or characte4stic the dtterminabion of

-rather than /IS havipv.,a:discr_ete be inning' or. ending, EValuation* should
i

..2val(ue, wol-thLor merit. The evidua ion process.is conceived as-tontinuing .'...

facilitate the Ontintioueimprovement.of a prowm,' It sHotild.stimulate,' -

not stifle, instructional development.
't ..

.

. .
,

/
1

.

.

Evaluation procedures May be categorized as formative or sumniative

[701. Formative evaluation is that process which validates instruction

during on-going initial program development. The results of this evalua-

tion are acted upon immediately in program modificativn. In other words,

the practice of conducting tryouts of draft materials during prograg

development, followed by-measures wRi.Ch provide an assessment of the

materials which lead to their revisidn is referred to as 'formative eval-

uation. Foimattye evaluation iti performed for the purpose Of diagnosing

and correcting the weaknesses of a prolr gram.
. A .

\ I.

Anyone involved in-the revision of instruction may be engaged in

. formative evaluation (in the loosest sense of the term). What is.peaumably

being done is being done becauSe the developer or someone else has Sifted .

the.existing course as unsatisfactory.. As new matqriais.are developed,'they

are constaqly being "evaluated" as.better or worse thakl that which already

exists. HoWever, it'is aformal program of formative evaluation employing ,

various assessment techniques which la the keystone of the IPISp process and

which provides the link between tourse content and course'imOroVement.. By

explicitly stating objectives and criteria, one can properly determine if

the program is achiesdng its goals, Or if goals are.to be modified.
,

/
,

Su ml tive evaltmtion is performed for the purpose of assessing 4

fully imp emented training program lain respect to its ability to produce

graduates who can perform to ilniMum standards,of performance._ Also, the

evaluation can determine whether or not efficient and effectiv) e use was .

made of educational resources. Summative evaluation should occ,ur.after

instructional development, improvement, and stabilization of operational

and administrative acttVities. This may vary from one training program

to another. In same cases,.training objectives may not be meaturable

at the desired time of evaluation because they are either too tostly,tO.

measure or are long-term objectives.' i

Results of a summative evaluation, while of interest to.the developer,

are of primary concern to thlise who will decide whether or mota program

is to be continued or adopted. Summative evaluation, therefore, provides

the basis for policy decision& Chat do dot necessarily concern revision'

of the program or product [71,721.

.
12
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,
. The differences between formative and Summative evdlikations are mainly'
in.their purposes and the timing of,tbeir applitation. Formative evaluation

_ .

is continuous i natuTe and serveeto refine h given program.through an
iterative feed ack process; summative evaluation produces final judgmentd

. concerning th degtee to which program objectives and goals have-been A

, attained. .;The information obtained from a'summative evaluation Allows the
*

% user to4ydge:whether a progiam meets his needs, whether it should be widely
diaseminated, -and if alternatives exist.,' which are to be preerred.

.

\
. / 2.----'. .

---. .

-k)
-. The discussion which follows will concentrate primarily upon-formative-

( --evaluaticni.as,che.purpose oi the effort reported herein was. to evaluatie
N authqr 'aids Initheir i(nitial deveropment stages)

,--...

Evaluation Mddels ' ti
The formal distinction between formative and summative 'evaluation is

ttributed o ScriVen [70]. HOwever,,th purposes for which such evaluation

1
data are us d have been discussed for many years in the training and
education 1 terature. Cronbach [73] stated that "the greater service
evaluation cah perform is to identify aspects of the course where revision
is desirable." Early models of the systems' approach-to training development
contain quality control components which emphasize the need for feedklack
for program improvement... Smith [74] described thiA purpose of a qqality
Lontrol system, 7,-.4°':;100eans for continuous monitoring of the quality
of the graduates and forl'improving the training when it is deficient."

Quality control procedures are needed both at the school and in the
field. Information from both locatlons must be "fed back" so that the
instructional program can be approPriately adjusted. Schools,require twov.

types of feedback information. The first type assesses the ability of a 1

course graduate to perform acceptably those taskd- which the, instructional
program claims to teach. This type of information assesses the ability ofI .-

tne instructional program to-teach well whatever it is that it claims to
teAh.',In most instances, this'assessment-can be made at ttie school.

A Second type of feedback .information deals with the discrepancies
betWeen the course graduate performances and field. wquirements. "Relevancy
control" information, assesses whether or not the instructionarprogram
t ches the appropriate subjects or tasks, and whether or not the student
can tranSfer these capabilities to the field% Also, this feedback should
provi.de information,dealing with changing field requirements and with more
precise descriptions of job activities.

Bakei and Alkin [75] point out that the evaluative process was an
integral part of programmed instruction developdent which ahtedated the
surge of interest in formative evaluaiion during, the vast decade.

RecentOuodels of the formative evaluative process include,those of
Stake 0[76]Mctiven [77], Stufflebeam, et al. [69], Sanders and Cunningham
[78], and Rippey [79]. Scriven [77] feels that it is best if formative

.

evaluatiolls performed by someone other than the developer. Scriven
calls, his approach "goal free evaluation" which calls for the evaluator

13
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twlissess the accudl'effects of the program. The eS.raluator operateswith-

'out kn4ledge of the purposes, goals, or objectives,of tha program

.developers;.; Another" modeltis described by 'Stake. [76] ae "responOve

evaluation" which calls-for the evaluatoo be external.to an instructional'

.de'velopment actiVity, all therefore to have 4 certain independence and

objectivity.that is prosumed not to Ixa prebent in an internal evaluator:

.The Stake model prowides a process evaluation atrategy which contains 4

lior two-stage precedute: the firoi determines ccingruence between what is

,intended-and whatsis actu4ly,observed (that iss discrepanciesfrom
Program specifipations), anokthe second with making'sure the program has,

the type and qbality of ceMkonenfs impl\Nd by its objectives.

Less dependence is plaCed on the external evaluator by Stufflebeam

[691. As this model emphasizes the need for evaluation data to serve

decision-making purposes in a timely manner, it permits the evaluator to be

,part of the development team. The "protess" evaluation component call's

for provision of feedback continuously during program imilementation. In

a similar framework, Sanders and Cunningham (78] identffy four stages of

the formative process. The first is called the predevelopmental stage,

which seeks to identify needs. The second stage is called evaluation of

objectives in which one develops, revises, and clarifies objectives. The

third stage is called interim evaluation, and seeks to evaluate each,piece

of the instruCtion as it is developed. The final stage Is called product

evaluation, in which the program as a whole is evaluated; after which i

may be recycled for further development.

Churchman, et al. [go] discuss the question of whether to use internal

or external formative evaluators. They make the point (with which we agree)

that-in practice the formative evaluator will'become se,- involved in the

program that.the objectivity expected from an external evaluator-will be of

little significance during the formative process.

Transactional Evaluation (Rippey [79]; Seidel (81]) differs from other .

evaluation models in that it focuses on the effects of perception§i of project

team members and the user population. . Its usefulness in formative evalua-

tion comes from its emphasis on making explicit the relationships, roles,

problems and possible sollitions as perceived by developers and-potential

users of the instruction. The formal involvement of these.people in cleft-

& fying the goals and objectives of a given pro ram contribute to improvement

during its early formative stages.

Formative Evaluation Techniques

The same measurement techniques and procedures may be employed in

formative and summative evaluation. It is the purpose to which the evalua-

tive effort is put and the time when it occurs that distinguishes between A

the two types of evaluations.

The application of experimental design to evaluation problems conflicts

with the pr;inciple thatevaltiation should facilitate ehe continual improvement...-

of a program. Experimental design prevents rather than promotes changes in

the treatment because treatments .cannet be altered in process if.the data

,
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, "sabout d fterences -betwee ii Atrtatments are to be uneqUivocal [82]. The
experim ntal design: typef evaluation is useful for making summative ..

", decision but almost use.less as a device for making decisions during the
planni4ng and implementation of ii. project [2*

4
In formative 'evaluation, the developer is looking for what,the

researcher often takes grbat pains to avoid. Instruction changes as a
function ok his activity, bqth as it is being'develoned and as it is
implemented id pilot or field tests. The summative-evaluator, en the

4 other44land, as dbes the .researcher, goes to great lengths to hold the
-,A

piogramk,tonstant. .

,

,

. ,

,..),..,,
4

.

The choice of design for a formative evaluation is a. comVlicated
decision depending upon.a number of considerations: cost, utllity,
practicality, p,meralizability, etc. Campbell and Stanley [8.3] have
discussed the major consideratidns in the choice of a design. The evaluator
needs to be concerned with replicability in that if the effeqt of instruc-
tion cannot be reliably establiShed, then, of course, decisions about how
to make it better are meaningless:

The most frequently used design in instructional evaluations is the
single group pre-test/post-test design [84]. In this quasi-experimental
design, a single group of students is first tested to determine how much
of the criteria behavior they possess, then are administered the instruc-
tion, then tested again. If learning gains are demonstrated, the product
developer concludes he haS a successPul product. . The problem with sdch a
design is that it allows many other plausible rival explanations for ehe
observed results. In addition, a very serious limitation is the unreli-
ability of change scores [85].

Pie- and post-testing is usually considered inadequate for formative '
purposes. Continuous monitoring permits correcting.problems as they occur,
tends to increase the aspects of the program that are included in the
evaluation, and consequently improves the usefulness of the evaluation
itself.

One-problem with monitoring is in.collecting data representative of
the performAce of the pro-gram such that it is typical of the full range
of the intended usage of the system. This collection of performance aate
needs to be done without disturbing the performance ,of the system being
monitored, which is difficult. AnOther'problem is assimilating and inter-
preting the results. It 'is easy to collect massive amounts of confusing
dataunless one establishes monitoring experiments with clear hypotheses in

, mind [ 86].

The IPISIT guidance [87] retommends such tlyouts, as follows: "If
the student who tries out'the instruction experiences difficulties, it may
be prafi5able to again test out.the-instru4ion, after revisións, on
another student. Beyond practical.considerations of time there is really
no limit to the amount of pre-test tryouts that can be conducted until the
instruction is successful." ,

4
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If the taiik of the formative evaluator is to monitor programs in order

to provide evaluation data leading to improved instruction, then it ia not

surprising that the focus ol movt research on formative evaluation has been

' at the data-acquisition/evaluation-utilization'juncture

One interesting research question relate& to the selection of pubjects

aka data source for various formative evaluation efforts.. There-are those

(including IPISD) which recOmMtnd that formative evaluation data are obtained

from single leitrners in linear fashion with repeated tryouts. :Essentially

Ois technique Consists'of placing the author with a siudent as he/she uses

the. materials; Ideally, the student will hest the author locate ambiguities,

efiors of bequence, and fhe like, and allow e alithor to test his assump-

tions concerning die thinking processes which willIke emplbyed by students-

using.the materials [78].

An unpublished study.by Robeck (as replaTted by baker an Alkin [75])

tested the feasibility of using a.single student as the data source for

fdrmative evaluationoleading to the revision of an instructional program.

The study demonstrated that observation of a single student IA an economical

method for significantly improving ingtruction. Aside from this sttidy,

very little research on this technique has been performed; The present state

of knowledge consists of a'number of conflicting "tips" on how to implement

the'pxocedures. Some recommend that high ability students be used, others

recommended low ability. Some sources argue that students can only clean

up semantic and syntactic errors, while others insist that-the student can

Make more substantive suggestions concerning sequence, intended prerequi-

sites, etc. At present, even a simple experiment comparing the quality of

instructional products,Which have and have not used individual student

tryouts as-part of the development has not yet been done.

As was stated earlier, a varietcof tèchniques cap be used for forma-

tive evaluation. The purpose for which the information is gathered determines

whether it is formative or summative. "The ultimate criterion of an instruc-

tional program, however, is a change in the behavior of students. Determin-

ation of whether oenot that purpose was met requires-a demonstration of

such changes. The IPISD guidance states that one needs to examine in detail

the responses of the learners on criterion 4sts [87]. A combination of

tests, observations, interviews, and affectilte measures is required to amass

.the data necessary for the formative evaluation and imRrovement of instruction.

The specific teChniques and appi-oach used in our project to evaluate the

author. aids will be discussed in Chapter IV of this report.

16 22
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Chapter fI

- PURPOSE

The purpose of'the reaearch effort described herein was to conduct a4
development and, feasibility demonstration4of on-line, query-based author
aids. The resp4rch was designed to include author aids fot Blocks 11.2
(Develop TestWilnd 111.4 (Develop InstAiction)tof the,Interservice
Procedures for Instructional Systems.Development (IPISD).

I.
Specifically, the activities of the project were to result in author

aids which:
h

Are suitable for creation of both on-line and.o)ff-line instruction.
Are generalizable for differing subject matter areas.
Are documented ina flowchart form to perpit timely conversion as
appropriate to other CAI systems.

The utility of the author aids deveroped was to be evaluated and
revised as necessary with military authors/instructors preparing
operationally relevant instrbctional thaterial.
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Chapter III

APPROACH

'The goal of the project'*as to.construct, implement and provide a ,

feasibility test of en-line aUthoring aide which can be integrated with

the IPISD model. In order tc6ittain the Ojectives of this projectt'the

approach taken was:

User-oriented
Guided by the-IPISD model
Multi-level in its par llel development/evaluation activities.

A cooperative working rel tionship was established with instructional

and cUrriculum development personnel of the U.S. Army Engineer School

(USAES), Ft. Belvoir, Input from USAES perSonnel was an important

influence in the selection of uthor aids which would help the USAES

instructional development team to implement the IPISD.

Author aids to be developed in this project'were presented on the

PLATO IV computer-assisted instruction (CAI) systet: Durini the course

of the project, four PLATO IV terminals were located In the HumRRO

laboratory, Alexandria, Virginia. In addition,. 8 terminals located at

Ft. Belvoir, Virginia, were also available during the project.

TNngineer Non-COmmissioned Office Advanced (ENCOA) course was

selected for this project in cbnsultation with USAES curriculum development

and training persOnnel ana with the agreement of ARI. Arrangements were

made to 'permit participation of four instructors (2 NCOs and 2 Officers)

who teach this course.' The ENCOA course covers a wide range of technical

("hard") and soft skills. It was thought that if authoring aidslVere

developed which would be usefUllfor handling instruction and testing of hard

skills (e.g., straightforward mechanical work) as well'as imft skills such

as,problem-solving, the set of authoring aids would be mqre applicable to

other courses and other schools than if just the hard skflls were chosen

for the targeted materials.. Therefore, the subject matter selected for

this project was a nine-hour block of instruction from the ENCOA course,

covering such items as' field fortifications emplacement construction,

U.S./foreign mine warfare doctrine, and protective mining.. The work

involved in-this sedtion of the course includes computational problem-

solvin as well as procedural tasks. School.personnel had defined training

"objectiVids'as a result of previously applied systems engineering principles.

4

1 -

.

One Officer was transferred from the USAES during the -course of the project.

Therefore, only three instructors participated in the researchefort.

18



The IPISD model Oas a/compatible and useful guide in designing the
technical approach for the proposed project. Each of the firat thuge
majr procedural Phases--Analyze, Design, and Dtvelow-were lierlinent to
the activities undertaken in this project. The tarseted °students" in
this lease' were the authors and the instructional focus VAS the 'author aid.

The-multi-tlevel nature the proiect should be considered here.' .

HumRRO personnel dlYeloped and evaluitted iuthor aids. ,These author aids
were.Okin used by USAES instructors to deyeiop and validate instrUction,
Thus, iterative,'parallel actiNiities occurred at different levels in the.
project. Guiding all these efforts was the IPISD modelkitself--in particular
the firstthree procedural Phases. For exlimple, the approach to author
aid development and validation drew its guidance specifically from IPISD
Blocics 111.4 and-III.5.

Initially, a set af detailed flowcharts were constructed to describe
information elements arid features required by instructional.developers in
performing the steps of IPISD Blocks 11.2 (Develop Tests) and 111.4 (Develop
Instruction). The flowcharts were designe&jo be sufficiently detailed
and annotated for ready adaptation to any system (i.e., relatively
hardware or software independent).

Indsmuch as the PLATO IV system was considered a research vehicle
only, care was tdken to maximize hardware or software independence of the
aids. On-line author aids as well as off-line versiOns were,supplied to
as'sist the author-in preparing instructional and test materials for either
CAI or non-CAI delivery of instruction.

. The multi-level nature of the research activities is clearly demon-
,

strated by the three levels of evaluation undertaken in the project. 'The
first level was an informalevaluation oT existing IPISD guidance, procedures
and author aids. HumRAO-staff", as users of this guidance, were the primarY
source of evaluation data at this level.

Level 2 was directed towaid a formative evaluatiott of new authior aids
and procedures developed slipecifically for on-line application to IPISD

. Blocks 11.2 and 111.4. Level 3 evaluation a'ssessed the adequacy of the
instructional materials created by the Military authors. These materials
were then Administered to U.S. Army Engineer School trainees who provided-
an additional data source.

kevision activities occurred continuously throughout the period of
project performance. The purpose of these revisions was to assure maximum
utility of the flowcharts and author aids in implementing the IPISD process.
The test items and lesson material were not revised as a basis of trainee
data, because of time-limitations, but these.datta were incorporated as part
of the research conclusion.

The project activities were divided into four major Tasks. These were:

Task 1. Analysis and Determination of Required Author Aid Elements

19



task 2. Conversion 10,fF1owcharts to Interactive Program

fask.3. taluation of the Programiled Maferials

Tatik G.. Revisions

The activities and accomplishAepts in each of tke ks kreidesCribed in'

.the folfowing chapter.

V
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Chapter IV .

PROJECT AtTIVIfIES AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS

TASK 1. ANALYSIS AND DETERMINATION OF REQUIRED AUTHOR AID ELEMENTS ,

In Task 1 a detailed.set get. flowchat'its was constructed bihich provide r
instructional system.deeigners with the means of performing the procedures'

.

cuilled for by IPISD Blcicks 11.2 (puelop -Tests) and 111..4 (Delielop Nt'k

Instruction). -,Activitietli during,Task I wereconducted in two Phases:
(1) expansion Of IPISD flowcharts,po as to,provide greater detail of the
specific activities reqdired foreach blodk (What To Do), and (2) select.ing,
identify.ing, designing and flowcharting of author aids for completing the
activities (How To Do).

Develop What-To-Do Flowcharts .

The IPISD flowcharts for Bloc s 11.2 and 111.4 shown below in Figures
2 and 3 Tiere used as the basic fralneWork for the HumRRO-developed flow-
charts. The IBISD flowcharts provide a broad description and sequencing
of necessary activities. However, -because of their global nature, they
provide only minimal assistance to the instructional systems designer.
EaQ11 element of the IPISD flowcharts was expanded into detaileA
strkiby-step sub-elements that must be performed (or considered) in
tompleting the specific flowchart block. With respect to the IPISD activity,
Develop4Tests (IPISD Block 11.2), the procedural steps described in the
"Guidebook for Developing Criterion Referenced Tests" [58] were used
heavily in the identification of the ,sub-elements. Figure 4 is an dxample
of hoO'one such IPISD element, 2.6 (Determine Scoring Procedure) from
Block iI.2 was expanded into sub-elements.

was found that the activity descriptions shown in sub-element
blocks were not always sufficiently descriptive of the activities required
by-che block. Consequently, it was necessary to further flowchart several
of these gub-element blocks. An example of further flowcharting of sub-*

element Abck 2.6.1 (Determine Qualitative Scoring Procedures) is shown in
Figure.5. The blocks in italics refer to blocks alkeady flowcharted in
IPISD, All other blocks are HUIRRO flowcharts. Blocks outlined in bold-

, face are hlocks for which auehor aids were deve,loped in the'project. A
check mark 4bove a block indicates that existing author aids have been
,identified for that block. The narrative on the right of the flowchart
further,clarifies the block and lists any references to existing author
aids. -

4,01

The product whith resulted from the Phase 1 activities is itself a
valuable author aid for instructional system designers. It provides a
step-by-step enunciation ofactivities that must be performed. The revised
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[ DETERMINE)HOW
DETAILED THE
TEST SHOULD BE

2.1

INPUTS
TASKS SELECTED FOR
TRAINING, JPMs,
TLOs LOs AND LSs

TRANSLATE TiOs,
LOs, AND LSs INTO
TEST ITEMS

2.2

SET TRAINING-
STANDARDS .

2.3

RANK ORDER
STUDENTS
(IF REQUIRED)

2.4

SET CUT.OFF
SCORES

2.5

DETERMINE
SCORING
PROCEDURE

COLLECT RASELINE
DATA

2.7

Flowchat t of Block 11.2: DEVELOP TESTS

A Figure 2
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. INPUT

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
FROM BLOCKH. I
TEST ITEMS FROM 9LOCK31.7
LEARNING GUIDELINES AND
ACTIVITIES FROM BLOCKIII. I
DELIVERY SYSI EM AND
MANAGEMENT PI AN
F ROM BLOCK AL?
MATERIALS SE I ECT ED IN
BLOCK:M..3

IDENT IF Y INSTRUCTIONAL
NEEDS AND CONST RAINTS

IDIN I ir V AVAILABLE
RESOURVS

t.
r? DEVELOP_

INSI RUC1 ION
2.31

r PRI TES1 F IRSI
DRAM MAlL RIALS

2 A

PREPARE USI
INST RUCTION

BLOCK

Flowchint 61 Block 111.4: DEVELOP INSTRUCTION

Figure 3
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Determine Scoring
Procedurse.

2.6

Determine qualitative scoi mg
procedures...

,
2.6.1 .

.

IlA,

.

i

Determine quantitiative scoring
procedures

2.6.2
,

I
, , ,

.

Determine when scoring will
occur, after or during test.

. l
..

2.6.3

determine whether scoring will
be done by hand or machine.

.

Write scoring directions.

2.6.5

Perform scoring procedures
tryout.
Perform readability check.

2.6.6
-

I
\

Revile procedures as indicated
in tryout. .

..--. .

2.6.7

v-

Quant itative
. 2.6.2

(

Qualitative

Will interference scoring be used?
See Swezey & Pear istern; Guidebook for Developing Criterion-
Referenced tests. -

Arlingtoh, VA: U.S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and
Social Sciences, August 1975.

Develop form for recording correct and incorrect answers of class

and individuals. Develop method for determination of number of
correct answers (or a scoring key), p. 6-6.

Use on-line or off-line readability aid.
See Swezey & Pearlstein, p. 7-3

, Illustrative Flowchart Expansion of IP ISD Block 2.6

Figure 4
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Determine Qualitative
Scoring Procedures.

2.6.1

v

I

petermine whether partially
correct responses will be
evaluated.

2.6.1.1

Determine scheme for
assessing partially correct
answers.

2.6.1.2

,s

Determine whether presentation
of response, grammar, spelling
or punctuation will affect
score. ,

2.6.1.3

'I

Outline scoring guidelines for
behavioral checklists or
scallis.

..

2.6.1.4

I

Especially applieable in constructed response format.

(

For oral and constructed response (essay) tests.

(.'

Illustrative Flowchart Expansion of Block 2.6.1

Figure 5
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and expanded flowchartsvere produced. as off-line materials. Aq stich,

they can be converted to checklists and used as, procedural guides by

designers qf instruction.

It was not feasible within the limits of this project to.produce

the fully expanded flowcharts on-the PLATO terminal. However,. ,the

information.contained in many of the blocks was indorporated into the.on-

line author 'aids and as such provide on-line guidance in accomplishing the

objectives of each block.

Identify and Reference HowiTo-Do:lt Author Aids

In Phase I the detailed activities (sub-elements)"neetAed for developing,

tests.and instruction were defined and arranged into sequential.order. In

Phase 2 each subel ent yas examined to determine specific authoring aids

desiraNLe to accompl sh the sub-element. In other words, Phitse,1 describea

what must be done, Ød Phase 2 defipes author aids for doing. it. time

constraints did not permit the development or selection of author aids for

every sub-element. Therefore, aids were provided for those dub-elements

which were identified as of highest priority for-potential psers. The_

Selection-was based on such factors as:

1. Available HumBRO expertise gained from previous experience in

author aid development;

2. A review of the literaturd to identify .gids alreaay aVailable

for use; and

-3% Opinions of instructional s'Ystems designers at USAES.concerning

aids they considered would be helpful to them.

After identifying the author aids needed for the IPISD sub-element

blocks, the next step accomplished in Phase 2 was'that of including '

references to the author aids in the flowcharts developed in Phase. 1. The

purpose of this step was to identify for users of the flowcharts thosesub-
.

,
elements for which author aids were available and to refer them to a

reference (hardcOpy or on-line) witlich more cfully detailed the specifications

of the aid.

Throughout Phases 1 and.2, care was taken to assure that'the flowcharts

were sufficiently detailed and annotated to be of piactical'use to instruc-

tional system designers.and would readily permit a4eptation to any system,

i.e., be hardware or'software independent.

Taak 1 activities resulted in an Interim Report and Guide to the Use

of Flowcharts [88]. This report contains flowcharts providing detailed

guidanct on tha procedural steps necessary for implementing IPISD Blocks

11%2 and 111.4; and identifies sub-elements of these bLocks fbr which author

aids were developed. In additiqp, the-Interim Report includes a guide to

the use of flowcharts which we felt is necessary inaSmuch as many authors

may not be familiar with a flowchart format.
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The flowchartsprepared in Task I are of value from three standpoints:
(1) They are useful as tools for instructional systems designers in the
implementation of the IPISD process; (2)-they may be used as a model for
detailing the processes covered in other IPISD Blocks in terms of.level of
.detail, style, and format; and (3) they may be usedlp the preparation of
on-line..author aids on any CAI system.

TASK 2. CONVERSION OF FLOWCHARTS TO INTERACTIVE PROGRAM

In Task 2, author aids identified in Task 1 were developed for presen-
tation on the PLATO IV computer-assisted instruction (CAI) system. Inasmuch
as the PLATO IV system was consideied a research vehicle only,,care was
taken to insure that the author aids developed could be readil modified
to be hardware or software independent. Where possible the au hor aidsjwere also created so as to have application for "off-line" Usv.

,

In the context of the present project, an instructional system developer
(author) may be working on-line ft an interactive mode with a computer: In
this case, he is termed an "on-line author." If an author is not working
directly with a compUter, he is referred to as an "of,f-line author." Even
authors who are developing CAI materials work in both off-line and on-line
modes. For example, some authors use preprinted CRT layout sheets to write
their,text, and then have clerks key the text into the computer. Currently
authors of most military instruction typically work off-line, although they may
have accees to computer support for such things as test scoring, statistical
item analysis, or other aids.

Author aids were developed to assist the-on-line author in preparing
instructional and test materials for'both CAI and non-CAI delivery of
instruction. CAI was the principal mode used in this research'because the
CAI mode providea opportunity for ease ofsatherineaed analyzing data
regarding both student and author activities. Off7line versions_of these
aids wIll assist off-line authors in preparing both CAI and non-CAI materials.

PLATO lessons "inquiryl" and "inquiry2" can be thought'of as master
author aids. These lessons -incorporate the indi idual author'aids identified
in Task 1. Les on "inquiryl" deals with lesSon'evelopment (IPISD Block

and "I: quiry2" with test development (IPISD Block 11.2).1 Individual
aathor aids r inquiryl and 2(can be roughly categorized in four different
classwh4h are disctis&ed beloW. The four categories for each master
author aid are:

These lessons were available on the University of Illinois PLATO IV CAI
syste

T\

at the time this effort was completed.
,
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Lesson "inquiryl" (Lesson Development)

1. Tutorial author aids for Lesson'Development
2., Author aids for management of the lessowdeveloPment process
3. Author aids for lesson zontent development
4. Author aids controlling, within lesson branching

Lesson "inguiry2" (Test Development)

1. Tutorial author aids for Test Development
2. Author aids for managemeht,of the test development process
3. Author aids for test development (e.g., test instructions and '

test items)
4. ,Author aids for post-test reporting of results, review and

remediabion actions.

Lessor4Development (Lesson "inquiryll

1. Tutorial Author Aids.' This.series of author aids provide instruc-.
tional system designers (authors) with guidance in the preparation of lesson

materials. On-line the guidance is automatically presented at appropriate
points during the lesson develoOMent process.. In addition to the forced
presentation, authors may reiriew any specific guideline aa desired. The

guidelines are,available in both on-line and off-line versions. Specifit
guidelines included in this series of author aids,are:

Instructional Sequencing Rules
GUidelines or the Preparation of Terminal Learning Objectives
Guidelines for Reducing Reading.Difficulty Level
Guidelines for the Preparation of Text Material ,

Guidelines for,thelUse of PraCtice Question Formats (General)
Guidelines for the Preparation of Multiple-Choice Practice
Questions

- Guidelines for the Preparation of True-False Practice Questions

k Guidelines for the Preparation of Constructed Response
Practice Questions

The "off-line" version of these author aids will,be of use for all instruc-

tional modes.

2. Author Aids for the Management of the Lesson Deve1owen1 Process

Sequencing of InstPuction

Instructional content is, of course, based on'Terminal Learning
Objectives (TL08), Learning Objectives (10s), and Learning Steps (LS8).
However, how these are sequenced in the instruction may very well determine
whether an instructional module is effective or Ineffective. (A module'

as here defined begins with an LO or LS and is usually-followed by 5-1b
frames of text and practice questions which teach the LO or LS%) To

'assist authors,in the creation of modules and the sequencing of instruction,
worksheets bave been prepared for

P
ff-line creation of LOs, Los, text
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frames and various types of practice questions. These worksheets can be
used for most instructional modes but are particularly suited for CAI and
programmed instruction.

_beaming Objectives (0) and Learning Steps (Lq)
Management

Learning Objectives (L0s) and Learning Steps (LS5) are the backbone of
the IPISD process.. They dictate the content of both instructional material

,

and test items. The iristructional system designer must attend to them
carefully to insure they are represented in-the instruciim and test
situation. As described Above (Sequencing.of Instruction) each module of
instructipn begins' with an LO or LS. The author_is required to input the
LO or LS prior to inputting instruction for a given module. During the
preparation of the instruction for a module, the associated LO or LS is
available to the author as a continual reminder of the instruction to be
addressed. A by-product in the CAI version that is available to students
studying a particular moduleof instruction is the option to access the
LO or LS statement underlying .the instructional module (see Student
Controlled Branching Author Aid below.) The ubff-line" version of this
author aid will be of use for all.instructional modes.

,Reading Difficulty Index

When preparing any instructional material it is essential for the
auth9r to consider the intended audience for the material [89-97]. There-
fore, .an author aid was prepared for use on the PLATO system that'auto-

matically compLites the reading diffiCulty of text material, question stems,
and feedbacks provided the student as the material is-inputted into the
system.' In using the aid, authors specify the reading ability level of'
the.intended audience arid if this level is exceeded the computer so informs
the author who, can then revise the material to a lower redding.level. An
off-line version provides'the formula,and identifies-the components requivd
for computing the reading difficulty'index. ObvApusly, this author aid
is far stronger in its on-line version since the author is not required to
compute the Index. However, it .can be used manuallY in off-line
iistructional modes. 4 -

3. Author Aids for Lesson Content Development

Text'Creation and Editing

This author aid will be most powerful for development of CAI
materials; In CAI form it'permits authors to create CAI executable textual
material without a knowledge of the programming language required by the.
system. The text may be placed at the author's option any place on the
screen and permits' revision after initial creation. It'incorporates other
author aids such as the reading difficulty index (described eatlier).

T".

1

Available in Appendix A.
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Practice Item Creation

This is actually a series of several author aids which allows

creation of practice questions. The author^aids do not require a knowledge

by authors of a computer priigrilmming language. The aids are of primary

value in a CAI or PI mode. Detailed characteristics of each of these

author aids are shown in Tables 1, 2 and 3.

4. Author Aids Controlling Within-Lesson Branching

Author-DirectSBranching

Today, in many instructional modes such ps CAI, PI and other forms
of self-paced inestruction, students frequently mUst demonstrate a-mastery
of-current instruction before being allowed to go on to new instruction.
Based on their performance, some students may be required to review certain
portions of the instructional material while others will go through the
instruction without forced review. That is;. student4 are branched' depend-

ing upon their particular needs. This process requires that student
performance be continuously monitorea: Author aids have been kovided to
assist authors in these efforts. Data collection aids for practice lueations

provide continuous student monitoring. Other aids pvivide guidance to the
author on how to use monitoring information (e.g., the qumber of attempts
a student is permitted at a practice question, the conditions under which 4

the student is required.to re7iew instruction,

k
c.). .;These aids have

primary application in self-paced modes of inst ction.

Student-Directed Pranching 1

Students themselves, frequently know when they need additional
assistance and,,,hould have the opportunity of accessing this assistance
whenever they desire. However, they must be able to identify what assistance

is available and the means for accessing it. This series of author aids

provides students the options of accessing auxiliary information, returning

to previously studied mdferiall and, if permitted' by the author, of branching

to.the end-of-lesson test from anyplace in the lesson. Mhese aids make use

of aids already developed for other pa'poses. 'For example, the management
and sequencing aids provide specific statements of TLOs, LOs and LSs asso-
ciated with each instructional module. The student-directed branching
aids permit the student to Gemporarily branch to these statements whenever
desired. The author aids provided for student-directed branching will have
wide application independent of the instructional mode used.

TesiDevelopment (Lesson "inguiry2")

1. Tutorial Author Aids. This.series of author aidp is similar to
those discussed in the tutorial author aids for lesson development. These

aids, however, provide both on-line and off-line guidance 14 the various

,1
That is, back-page, return to beginning of lesson or beginning of'module.
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I.

Table l. CHARACTERISTICS OF PRACTICE QUESTION AUTHOR AID
(MULTIPLE CHOICE)

Question stem has maximum length of six 50-character lines.
4.

Three-six answer alternatives (including correct answer) permitted.

EaCh answer alternative has Maximum length of two 40-character
lines.

Correct answer position rabdomly selected. (Author may select,
other position if desired.)

Author "cued" if answer alterriatives differ inAength by more than
+ 20 characters. (Author has option of revising.)

Author specifies one-Wee attempts student permitted On question.

Author can create correct answer congratulatory message.. Makimum
of five 401-character lines.

Incorrect answer feedback messages may be specific to response
'given, or general'feedbacks which may be different for different
Attempts. Incottrect answer feedbacks Eire limited to five 40-
character lines.

Correct answer given student if number of.permitted attempts
reached without student correctly answering the question.

Reading difficulty of question stem and feedback me;sages
automatically computed. If desir04 reading level exceeded,
author has the option to revise m4erial.

.4
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Table 2. CHARACTERISTICS OF PRACTICE QUESTION AUTHOR AID
(TRUE-FALSE)

Question may be°a maximum of six 50-character lines.

', 41.

Author specifies one or two attempts student permitted on question..

Author can create 9orrect answet congratulatory message. Maximum

of five 40-character lines.

Incorrect answer feedback message provided if two attempts
permitted. Messages may be a maximum of five 40-sharacter lines.

Correct answer given student if number'of permitted attempts
reached without student,correctly answering question.

Reading difficulty 0 question and feedback messages automatically

computed. If desired reading level exceeded, author has the option

to revise material.
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Table 3. CHARACTERISTICS OF PRACTiCE QUESTION AUTHOR AID
(CONSTRUCTED REPONSE)'

,Question may be a maximum of six 50-'character lines.

Author specifies onerthree attempts student-permitted. on,question.

Student response analyzed for one-four correct or partially
correct answers.

Student response analyzed for one-four anticipated inceIrreet.
answers.

One-four tongratulatory messages permitted depending upon numbei
of correct or paxtially correct answers specified by author. .

Messages may be a maximum of'five 40-character lines.

One-four wrong answer messages permitted depending upon number
of incorrect answers specified. Messages may be a maximum of
five 40-character lines.

Author hits option of permitting misspelling of answer; words in
answer to be out of'order; extra words in answer; and disregarding
the capitalization of answer.

Correct answer given student if number of permitted aitempts
reached without student correctly answering*.the question.

Reading difficulty of question and feedback meatages automatically
computed. If desired reading level exceeded, author has option
to revise material.

)1.
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facets ot test development. Like the lesson development tutorial author .

aids, they are hdtomatically presented to authors at appropriate points

dyring the test development process and are available for review at any

time. Specific guidelines included in this series of author aids are.
,

Guidelines for using "inquiry2" author aids
'Guidelines for the Preparation of Terminal Learning'

Objectives
Guidelines for WritIng Test Instructions
Guidelines for Reducing Reading Difficulty Level

Guidelines for the Preparation of Multiple-Choice Test

Items
Guidelines for the Preparation of True-False Tes't Items

Guidelines for the PreparaC of Constructed Response

Test Items
Guidelines for Assigning

\

Scor s to Test Items

Guidelines for Post-Test student review of test items

and Remediation Strategies It

2. Author Aids for Mana ethent of the TeSt Development Process

Sequencing of Test Items

Worksheets are provided to authors for otf-liue creation of

TLOs, LOs, LS test instructions, and test itemS. These aids permit authors

to organize and sequence their test items prior to, input into the computer.

The worksheets are useful for hll modes of instructional delivery.

Terminal Learning Objecti'ves (TLO), Learning Objectives (L0)46

and Learning Step (LS) Management

,This author.aid is somewhat different from the corresponding aid

used for treating-TLOs, etc., in the lessen development process. Instruc-

tional system,designers (authors) input all TLOs, etc*, into the computer A

in the sequence in which they wish to cover them inthe test. (See sequencing

of Test Items above.) The author aid then maintains records of wfiich TLO,

etc., has been 'addressed in the test and in the on-line version. The

computer "cues"Ahe author as to the TLO theyhould next address. The .

'Off. e version of this author aid will be of use for all instructional

modes.

ading Difficulty Index

1

This aUthor aid is identical to the'one discussed earlier in the .

Auther Aids for Management of the LeSson,Development Process.

3. uthor Aids tor Test pevelopment,

Creation of Test Instructions andEditing

4'

This author aid is siMilar, to the textitreation author aid

previously described. The Aid will be most useful for development of

41. 34
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student instructions for computer-administered tests. It can also be used
for on-line development of instructiOns for other instructional modes such
as programmed texts, etc. The use qf the author aid does not require a
knowledge,of the programming language required by the system. The aid also
permits revisions to be made to the instructions after initial creation.

Test Item Creation

A series of author aids was developed Co be used for creation
of representative types of multiple-choice, constructed response.and true-7.
false teat items. They are similar to the practice question author aids
(see Tables 1, 2 and 3) except.that tbey do not provide correctond
_incorrect response feedbacks, nor a variable number of petmiteea attempts.

4
4-

Timing of the Test

This author aid permits authors to eStablishi- if 'desired, a time
limit for individual items in the test or a time limit for thelentire test.
In the CAI version of this author aid, the compute maintains a record of
elapsed time and takes appropriate action o e elapsed.time. This'
author aid is mosc'useful in a CAI mode.

Test Item Scoring 4.

Test item scoring author aids are provided to asaist test de4elopers
in establishfng test scoring procedures. These aids include such consider-
ations as: setting cut-off scores, differential weighting of various
ansWers to a.test.item (i.e., Correct, partially correct, and incoriect
answers), and/or differential weighting of different test iteMs: Off-line
versions:of these aids consist.of guides; checklists, etc. On-line versions
are similar but are prepared in a -Nuery" format. The aids are useful for
test scoring for most instructional modes.

4. Author Aids for IReporting of Results, Review and Remediation
Actions

A

Reporting of'Resuits
. at

Subsequent to test item Scoring (discussed above) authOrs can -

establish the minimum passing Score required. This author aid then scores
the test and automatically reports.to students their qtained score and,
the minimum score required for pasSing.. The aid is most Obwerful in a
CAI format but may be also used in other self-paced modes:of Lnstruction.

Post-Test Review of Test Items Missed
1""

These autyr aids permit the test developer different student
review options for.t'est items missed. For example,-if,the student passes
the test with less than a perfect score, the author may elect io show the

4

student the correct answer to items missed. Or, in the case of students
who fail the test, the author may elect to: (1) show the students'test
items missed without providing the correct answers,. (2) shol-4 test.itemo
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4 1-
s C#04 .14,lude the eprrect answers, or /3)

missedThis author, aid is primarily of
mode. 'Y

\rlti ;

nOmedtation Actions
, A

... \ _
, This lia series orauthor aids which permit the author to select
the' pe,of\,act n that will be taken if a student fails the test. nie
actf \i4 irssIble I. these aids are as follows:

'N'N(a) Rç1ministration of instructional lesson followed by 're-
admin Ian of st items previously missed.

.

.

(110 Re inistrttibn of instructional lesson followed by re-
administr ion of

....__
re test.

notpermit a review of
use ins CAI or programmed.

a:

(C) Immediiktc, re-administriition of test items previously missed.
(No re-admils ration bf instructional lesson.)

Id ediatti!rer-administration af entire/test. (No re-
administrapV, instructional lesson.)

'Y.\1:-,

(6) j administ; ation of test ttems missed.- Give student
,

option of'revi4 instru tonal lath:ion-first..
'k.

(f) 16fiamin\istra4pn of.entire test.. Give'student option of
reviewing instru Apnal lessuOirsti

,
(g). No r c-admilistration of instructional lesson or test--

student is filashad Ath ligsson o goes to new lesson.

In the on-line Vers f theS4'author aidl, failing students are auto-
matically branched .11irected b§ the author. Therefore, these aids are,

most power ul in C ormatowever,'the principles underlying the
aids can &t employed '.inny instfuctional mode.

,, .-k

TASK 3. EVALUATION

a

Three levels of evaluation were undertaken in this project. Tha first
level was an informal evaluation of existing IPISD guidance, procedures and
author aids. Six HumERO personnel with technical expertise in systems
engineering procedures judged the ease and effectiveness with which selected
IPISD procedures and guidelines could be used to develop instruction. Where"
appropriate, these author aids were referenced,in the flowcharts-developed
tin Task 1.

The second4evel of evaluation, was a comprehensive formative evaluation.
Of the new author aids atiol procedures developed for -4pplication to IPISD
Blocks 11.2 and 111.4. Three instructors from the ENCOA coarse Dane officer
'and two NCOs (E8)] served as study participants and as a data source for
evaluation. These instructors used the aids to create test'items and lesson

Aria&rial. Avaluation data were gathered ad the authors developed their
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instructional material. ,Formative evaluation of the author aids was
accomplished by examining author performance and acceptance of the
aids. Critical-weaknesses in the aids (i.e., those which impeded the
progress of the authors) were remedied immediately upon diagnosis of the
problems. -4

In the third,evaluation level, the adequact of the instruction created
by the military authors was assessed. This instruction was administered to
U.S. Army Engineer School trainees who provtded the data for evaluation.
The ultimate criterion of instruction is evidence of desired changes in
trainee behavior (i.e., Does it "teach?"). In order for ehe author's devel-

,

opmental activities to be adequately asseeSed,,traine4peAormance and
attitude data were collected.

In the intial stages of the second level formative evaluation, HumRRO
staff functioned as "test item developers" and/or "prepaprs of lesson
material:" Their role in this study was to find errors and faults in the
dlrections, requirements, proceduresnretc.49 of the'author aids. We tleen
used-these'data to make needed revisions of the author aids. k.

Once the author aids were considered ready for application to actual
course content, the-three USAES authors were given training in using the
aids. A brief 15-minete familiarization/training period in using PLATO
preceded each individual's involvement in the project. They received
instruction in signing On and.off to the system (which:included signing
into the appropriate fluthRAO lesson). A brief (approximately 5 minutes)
orientation to the PLATO keyboard was then presented to each author. This i

included: 'use of the edit keys; editing techniques; and use of tht help
sequence keys (e.g., HELP, BACK, NEXT, etc.). Descriptions of system
crashes, transmisSion errors, and other system abnormalitie-s were provided-
along with.instructions on how to proceed, uncler these circimstances.' The
authors were then permitted to 'practice with the keyboard-before they
started inputting their lesson/text materials, atid all of them chose top>do
so.

Following familiarization training on PLATO, the three USAES instructors/.
authors were given a briefsexplanation of their role as authors and then
training in the use of the author aids. Project staff"members provided the .

training in a one-on-one, tutorial moae.

Following training in the use of aids, instructors prepared and input
on-line in the PLATO system test items and lesson material. Each of the
instructors developed a lesson and the related test items in their content
specialty as part of a 2-3 hour block of different, but related, subject
matter from the Engineer NCO Advanced (ENCOA) course. Table 4 lists the
subject-matter blocks selected foc,this project.

The ENCOA course had undergone systems engineering and USAES personnel
provided a set of well-defined berminal-learning objectives. Test items
were prepared which reflected these objectives. An.additional advantage to
the ENCOA course was that both NCO and Officer instructors were available as
authors. Hence, the utility of the aids could be evaluated'across a wide
range of background skills and experience.-
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Table 4. lENCOA LESSONS AUTHORED ON PLATO USING INQUIRY AIDS

Lesson

jield Fortifications
Emplacement
Construction

US/Foreign Mine
Warfare Doctrine

'Protective Mining

- TOTAL

t o

Time to
Authoa Create Lesson

1/00-1

Officer

NC0-2

48,5 hrs.

41 hrs:

35 hrs

124 hrs.

Completion
Time in

Current Course

14
38

A hrs.

c\
2 hrS.

3 hrs.
t

. 9 hrs.

1

Average
Completion Time
in CAI Version

Opinutes1

94.3 (N 9)

-

60.2 (N 11)

38.6(N ,9)

191.1 minutes
(or)

3.22 hrs.

;



Although'each author pas required to input his material into the
computer, a HumRRO staff member was present torassist him in the process
on a one-to-one basis. No instructor needed to know the TUTOR language or
have previous TUTORexperience because the INQUIRY authbr aids were degigned
so that code was automatically generated.

Data collection, to a large extent, resulfed from direct observations
rof the authors creating and inputtilig their instruction and from structured
interviews with the authors. We gathered user acceptance data, and informa-

. tion on various areas of difficulty that the authors experienced while using
the aids.

The authors using the INQUIRY system were encouraged tO comment at ally
time on their progress. Monitors were present at every inputting session
to note any prpblems encountered or comments made by the authors. These
comments were-used later to make changes in the system so that it was
easier to use. After the authors inputted all of their material, they
received a questionnaire asking their opinions of CAI and the INQUIRY system.
In addition to,interview/questionnaire data, performance data were'collected.
Such items as the time to create a given frame of text or test item on-line,
the number of times a piece of text had to be re-inpqt, errors in attempts
to apply a particular aid, calls for help from the mdnitor, etc., were
recorded.

In'the third evaluatien level, weA'assessed the instruction created by
the authors using the 'INQUIRY aids. TO the extent feasible, student-
identified areas of difficulty in the,instruction were associated with the
use of particular aldhor aids. Jn this way, we tried to determine whether a
poorly designed aidlied to unclear instruction or to problems with the tests.

Twenty-two students
1

wett through the lesson material for about 2-3 .,

hours each to assess the quality of the instruction created with the author
aids. All students received preliminary training on usfng PLATO. As all
the students °mould not go through all the instruction and testing within
the time allotted by USAES for this project, only two of the three lessons
were presented on a random basis to each student.

Presentation of legson content occurred on-line, as did the administra-
tion of the post-tbsts based on the TLOs. In addition to collecting
cognitive data reg4rding student performance, exit questionnaires were

administered to obtain information regarding opinions of the clarity of
the instructional material, problems encountered in-the practice and test
items, and attitudes toward the CAI instrUctional experience.

1
Prerequisites for selecting students were that they be NCOs who have entry

qualifidations for the ENCOA course, but 'have not been exposed to the
material covered in tkese lessons.



Findings

1. ,InstruCtion and Test Development. The tutorial aids were presented
to each author prior to inpUtting. .In no instance did the authors seekto
reread these aids which presented guidance on test and lesson development. '-
Thus, it cannot be concluded whether or not these guidelines were useful to
the authors. It appears that more emphasis on the applicability and value
of the aids is required in order for authors to pay attention to 'this
guidance. This may involve a considerable change in their presentation

As a result of the initial formative evaluation, the authors were
able to prepare test and lesson material with minimal difficulty. In
developing almost'360'frames of instruction and testing, A total of 65
problems were experienced by the authors as,recorded by the monitors. Over
25% (18) of these problems were trivial errors caused by the author pushing'
The Wrong key. Fourteen inspances were due to unclear INQUIRY instructions,
which were remedied as soon asrlkossible after they were noted. Twenty-one
problems were due to "bug's° in the 'INQUIRY program which were eliminated as
soon.las their diagnosis was confirmed. Six problems were noted as due to
PLATO system crashes and transmission errors. Six other problems arose
from.miscellaneous reasons. Thus, most of the instructional and test devel-
opment attivity undertaken by the authors oCcurred smoothly and without
undue difficulty.

2. Time. The blocks of instruction from the ENCOA course which were
put on-line are traditionally taught in 9 hours. The average completion
time was under 3 1/4 boufs for this instruction including taking the
associated tests. (See Table 4)

The time to prepare the test items and lesson materials using.the
INQUIRY system of author aids varied little from one Author to another.
Times ranged from 35 hours for one NCO (15 hours on-line), 41 hours for
the Officer (14.5 hours on-line), to 48.5 for the remaining NCO (18.5 hours
on-line).

3. Readability Index. this_author aid provided information if the
reading grade level was surpassed for each text frame or test item. How-
ever, it was,rarely used. That is, no matter what the index showed, the
authors chose to ignore it'. About 220 text frames of instruction were
produced in this study. More then 50% (126) exceeded the pre-specified
reading levels. However, only 1 frame_of instruction was revised by the
author as a result of this information. This was most likely due either
to a latk of confidence in the measure's validity, or to a lack of percep-

tion on tfie part of the authors regarding the criticality of reading level,
or a combination of both. -In any event, no changes have been made to this.
aid yet. However, we believe that there are at least two possible changes
needed. First, authors should be given more instruction in the usefulness
of' this aid together with more practice. Setond, the options available in
the INQUIRY system,to override this atd should be iemoved entirely or severely
constrained (i.e., within 1 grade level on either side of the pre-specified
ofie).

40
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4. MultiplerChoice Items. As.authOrs prepared multiPle-choice
Oactice and test items, a pre-programmed INQUIRY aid assigned the correct
answer alternative on a random basis. Authors were glven the option to.
change the-designation of the correct answer alternative, and approximately
half the time exercised this.option. Authors were', thus, indicating*their
preference for retaining control over the manner in which they created
instruction.

Another author aid compared the lengths of answer alternatives and
indicated when they were unequal. This occurred in about half the items.
However, authors unanimously disregarded this information and left the
alternatives as they were. It appears that mOre restrictions on the author
aid are needed in order for these.author aids to be used.

5. Constructed Response Items. In the constructed response format,
authors used the followIng aids:

The aid which permitted them to define the rigor with,which
answers would be scored. Authors selected those options which 'permitted
misspellings, extra words, and optional capitalization. Howevef, authors
did not permit the-words in the answer to;be out of order.

Authors made full use of the Varlious aids available for
preparing-response feedbacks and varied betwe6 providing trainees
specific as well as qneral feedbacks to both anticipated and unanticipated
answers. The most positive reaction by Students was to the explanatory'
feedbacks presented after each response to practice,questiops. The
INQUIRY author aids for presenting response feedbacks were used frequently
by the authors and, if possible, should be incorporated in off-line
instruction (e.g., using the guidance for preparing feedbacks in PI texts).

Authars were able to use the INQUIRY aids to specify anticipated
Correct'and incorrect answers. However, there appeared to be a problem
with anticipating all the answers which were gilien by the trainees.

The student attitude questionnaire data indicated a strong negative reaction
to the constructed response questions provided by all tHe authors both
as practice and as test items. Student performance data supported this
iesult, as most difficulties were encountered when responding to constructed
response.questions (both during learning and test taking). These results
appear to be due to those instances tft.which a "correct" answer as given by
the student is considered to be incorrect by Ole system.

The monitors had observed this problem as authors input their
material. The authors could not adequately anticipate all the synonymous
correct answers. which could be given by the trainees. This problem is
particularly critical in CAI, as the eyaluator "knows" whether the answer
is correct after seeing it. This finding suggests that the guidance for
preparing constructed response items be revised to clarify situations where
authors should or should pbt use constructed response questions. That is,
constructed response fordats should be used only in cases where the number
of possible alternate correct answers is small.
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6. Student Options. Of the student options, the ability tO back up

to a previous frame (AACK) was considered helpful by-almost alliof the

trainies in all three lessons. The other three options were: HELP--in

which the relevant learning objective was displayed; LAB--in which the

student could return to the beginning of.the lesson; and DATAin which

the student could go back to the beginning of the module. All three

options were rarely used, and so it was not surprising that students were

divided in their opinions about their necessity.

TASK 4. REVISIONS ,

Task 4 activities consisted of making revisiOns to: (1) flowcharts

developed in Task 1 and (2) author aids provided in Task 2. The purpose

of the revisions was to assure maiimum utility.of the flowcharts and author

aids in implementing the IPISD p'rocess. Revisions constituted a series

of actiVities which spanned almost the entire research period and paralleled

all development and evaluation actions in the other Tasks. Information

sources upon which revisions were based are As follows: 4

As flowcharts were being developed, 4umRRO personnel not directly

involyed in the project provided input as to the clarity, utility and peed

for revision.

The expanded flowcharts developed in Task I were submitted to

instructional system designers at the USAES for review.

'Po Review of the Interim Report (which contains flowcharts) by the

COTR.provided additional information for needed revisions.

As on-line author aids were developed they were initially used by

iHumRRO personnel to identify "bugs" in the aids which were corrected

before wider use was made of them.

The most important test of the utility of the flowcharts and Author

aids occurred in Task 3 when authors participating in the research effort

used the flowcharts and author aids for developing instructional material.

Only minor "bugs" were identified at this stage since the flowcharts and

,
author aids had undergope extensive review and pre-testing. Any problems

encountered by the authors in using the flowcharts and author aids were

immediately corrdcted.

The last information source for flowchart and author aid rgyision

was to occur after the students had been administered.the instruc ional

materials developed by the authors. A few such netded revisions vere

identified as a result of difficulties students had wittk the inetruction

that was direCtly connected with the author aid used for preparing the

instruction. Specifically, it was found that the author aids for preparing

constructed response'practice and test items require additional develop-
.

mental'effort in guiding authors in the identification of what constitutes

a correct or incorrect answer. For example, the answer to a question might

be 820 meters. However, if the student answered 820 M (which should be..an

acceptable Answer), they were judged as having given an incorrect response.



As a res41t of the input received from USAES system dosigneis and the
COTR, major formatting revisions Ware made to the flowcharts contained in
the Interim Report [88]. The reviaed,flowcharts are shown in Appendices
B and C.
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Chapter V

RECOMMENDATIONS

,
The evaluation of the author aids reported in the preceding chapter

has demonstrated the feasibility of on-line aids for implementing IPISD

,
Blocks 11.2 (Develop Tests) and 111.4 (Develop Instruction). User accep-

tanci of the aids is high and the time required for creation of test and

lesson material has been significantly reduced. Further developmental

effort of on-line author aids appears warranted. Continued development

effort should tnclude five major areas which are diacuased below. These

areas are:

1. Modification of selected current author aids developed in the

present project. A

2. Development of additional author aide for IPISD Blocks II.2-

and 111.4.

e 3. Development of author aids for other blocks of the IPISD model.

4. Conversion of aids presently programmed for PLATO IV'CAI to

other systems.

5. Author Characteristics.

MODIFICATION OF CURRENT AUTHOR AIDS

There was insufficient time during the project to, make all of the

modifications that were indicated during formative evaluation. These

modifications should be made if the lesson and'test development author

aids are to be maximallreffective. Th'e specific author aids for which

we recom:nenl.modification are:

(1) Reading DifficultY Index. As was reported in tkhe previo14

chapter, experimental authors did not revise leSson or test material when

the material Was written at'a reading difficulty level in excess of that

intended. Hence, if reading level is critical, the author aid should be

modified to force authors to revise material when the reading level is

more than one'grade above that desired.
1

(2) Author Aid for 'Creating Constructed Response Questions. Aupors
require additional guIdance tn determining how to use construtted iesponse

questions appropriately. en constructed response questions are used,

guidance is needed in the se4ection of the correct answers and alternate

forms of the correct answer (e:g., George Washington, Geo. Washington,
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President Georke Washington, etc'.). The need for this modification ariees
from the level. 3 evaluation. Students who were administered the eXperimental
lessons and tests had difficulty in answering constructed response questions.
Often, students would provide answers which were actually correct but with
an answer variatioh not anticipated by the authot.. Therefore, their, answer
wbuld be erroneously judged incorrect. When this happens, it is very
frustrating for the student and if it,occurs 'frequently, it reduces the
perceived instructional value of the lesson to the student: To remedy this
_situation, authors should be provided with detailed guidance on the use of
constructed response questions as well ae guidante on the framing of correct
answer variations.

(3) EditingLof Test and Lesson Material. With the present author aids
all editing must occur only during the creation of text or questions. Once
material has bees completed there is no provision for further editing.
This is a severe weakness of the present author cads. It is possible to
revise the author aids so as to permit text and question revision after
trial administration of the lesson. However, this is a major effort out-'
side the scope of the current project.

.f

ADDITIONAL AUTHOR AID5, FOR' IPISD BLOCKS 11.2 AND

Although additional,author aids could have been developed, this was
outside the current scope of work. Additional aids which are deairable
include:

Author Aid far creation of Matching Questions. (This aid is
presently in draft form.)

Author Aid for creation of Arithmetic Manipulation Qu'estions.

Author Aid for creation of Multiple choice,Questions with more
than one correct answer.

CONVERSION.OF INQUIRY AUTHORS AIDS fo A CAI, SYSTEM OTHER THAN PLATO IV

,As previously stated, the PLATO IV CAI system was considered to be a
research vehicle only.- The goal was to develop and documient on-line'
author aids that could be programmed on any CAI system. Therefore, a trial
conversion of at least selected author aids should be undertaken.. This
undertaking would determine the extent.to which author aids developed on
one CAI system could be converted to another CAI system and point out
difficulties to be expected in such a conversion. For example, rather than
using the TUTOR language, a system-independent language such as PLANII"'
could be used as a test,for the general usefulness of the on-line author
aids. Use Of flowcharts.which supported on-line'aid development on PLATO

zIV 'could-be used for, the basis for this effort.
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DEVELOPMENT OF AUTHOR AIDS FOR IPISD BLOCKS OTHER THAN'II.2 AND III.4

The present research has demonstrated,to'a
degree,-the.utility of

on-line, query-based-Author aids in the implementation of IrISD. However,

before further work is initiated which is directed toward providing on-

line author aids'for all applicable Blocks of the IPISD mode, other research

is needed. Examples of such research are discussed below: This study

does show the benefit of flowcharting to aid the IPISD process,..and such

efforts should ke undertaken for othe* IPISD blocks.

AUTAOR CHARACTERISTICS

Authoring.of GAI lessons requires a certain discipltne and level,of

cómpetence,which may not be present in all instructors assignpd to:this

task. Aida are thus needed c.thich constrain the authormuch more thin was

'done in INQUIRY,'in orderthaf uaeful guidOce and"techniques .can be applied

in creating effective instruction. Theminimal prerequibites fdi authoring

both on- and off-line materials need to be established as well as the extent

to which aids can compensate for variable,experience between personnel.

If such a study indiqates that many individdal proficiencies are lacking

and cannot be overcome by author.aids, then a selection and classification

problem would have been uncovered and an assessmen of "author" job/duty'

position requirements-is necessitatdd.

4
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Appendix A
h.

READABILITY LEVEL FORMULA

Figure the average length of a sentence in number of words. Figure the
average word length in number of letters.,

1. Multiply the average sentencejength by .5.

2. Multiply the average word lengih by 4.71..

3. Md the products of Steps 1 and 2 together.

4. Subtract 21.43 from ehe sum obtained in Step 3. ThiS fs the
readability level of the

vs

Here is the formula:-

[ (.5 (verage sentence length)) + (4.q1 (average word length))

.1

:1

v.

(from Kincaid, 1972)

A-1

6 4.

21.43
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Appendix B

FLOWCHARTS OF IMSD. BLOCK 11.2 (DEVELOP TESTS)
AND BLOCK 111.4 (DEVELOP INSTRUCTION)

-

GUIDE TO THE USE OF FLOWCHARTS

The.1PISD flowchartsjor Blocks 11.2 and 111.4 (see Figures 2 and 3
in Chapter IV) were.6sed as the.basic framework for the HumRKO-developed
f1ov/charts. The flowcUarts in this appendix expand each of the IPISD ,

flowchart blocks into detailed step-by-step components which must be per-
formed.(or considered) in comple,ting the specific flowchart ,block. (In

thq6appendix IPISD flowchart blocks are noted by italics.)

Flowchart blobks which are shaded ate blocks for which author aids
were developed in this project. Next to these shaded blocks are indica-
tors specifying whether the aid is on-line and/or off-line. Blocks with
an asterisk (*) next to them itidicate thai existing author aids have been
identified. In these cases we provide a reference to,the author aid that
is to be mled at that specific point in.the process of developing tests
and,instruction. For some flowchart blocks supplementary information is
presented for clarification of a specific block's activity statement.

For example, Figure 13-1 showa the first se en task element's required
to prepare multiple-choice test items. The tot1 task elements can be
found on pages B-7 thru B-9 of this.Appendix.

,SThe first task element in Figure B-1, Establish Testing Conditions
for Multiple-Choice Tests (2.2.1.2.2) is the task to be performed. The
task elements under this block must be performed, or at least considered
when preparing multiple-choice test itfms. For example, task element a,
"set readability level for test," is the first sub-task shown in The
figure. The asterisk (*) beside the block indicates the availability of
a non-HumRRO author aid. In tills case, the readability level set is
contingent op the reading level of trainees. Since this block is shaded
it is identifiee as a block for. which an author aid was developed in this
project. This aid is also designated as both an on-line and off-line author
aid. In the computer version of thislauthor aid, the author is specifically
queried as to the reading difficulty desired for the entire test. There-
after, all material input by the author is automatically checked to deter-
mine if the desired readability level has been exceeded.

Block 15, "set minimum and ma'ximum number qf answer alternatives
including'the correct answer," indicates that author. aids were not devel-
oped. B1ock'c, "determine if more than one answer ia.correct," has neither
an asterisk, nor is it shaded. This indicates that nO off-line author
aid has been identified and no aid was developed in this project for this

B-1
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task element. The comment to the right of the block is intended to further
clarify the statement within the block.

Block d, "set time limits if any," is shaded identifying it as requir-
ing development of an author aid in this project'. In the computer version

of this aid, authors have three options: (1) an untimed test, (2) time
limitation for individual test items; and (3) time limitation for entire
test. Again, the comment to the right of the block is for further clarifi-
cation.

Block e, "set conditions for test administration," has neither available
or developed author aids. The ciimment further clarifies the statement
within the block.

P A

This completes the task elements identified as required for establishing
testing conditions for multiple-choice test items. The next major task to
be performed is the actual writing of the multiple-choice items (2.2.1.2.3).
The line,coming out of the b1ock indicates that in the actullil flowcharts
this task's components are continued on subsequent pages.

The flowcharts in this appendix are on the pages listed below.

Block 11.2 (Develop Tests) -- Page B-4
Block 111.4 (Develop Instruction) -- B-35



Figure B-1. Flowchart for Estehlishing Test Conditions for Multiple-Choice Test items:

On line
and'

Off line

On line

On line
and

Off line

Establish lesting conditions for
multiple-choice tests.

w 2.2.1.2.2

Set readability level for test.

<

a

, .

Set minimum and maximum
number 0 answer alternatives
including the correct answer.

b. g

I

,

Determine if more than one
answer is correct.

c

...

Set time limits if any.

d

Lw

I
.

Set conditions for test
administration.

""i
e

l'----.

I

.

Write multiple-choice items.
,

,

2.2.1.2.
,.

"Non-HumFIRO author aid.

Contingent on reading level of trainees.
See: Peter Kincaid, Automated Readability Index, Human Factors.
Society Bulletin, Vol. XV,No. 5, May 1972.

Author aid for reducing readability level

That is, is one (or more) answer alternatives correct, in addition
to correct answer?

Time limit for eachitem and entire test.

Will all trainees take the same test? Will they all be in the same room?
Will they be tested in shifts? (Some of these decisions are contingent
on available facilities and testing personnel.)

Author aid for writirig multiple-chdice items.

Author aid multiple-choice initial preparation worksheet.

B-3
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r.

Determine how detailed the test
should be.

Develop test plan worksheet

2.1.0.1

Will test
include all

learning objectives
or a sample of

LO's?

2.1.0.2

Ail

r

11.2 DEVELOP TESTS

' What information to use for this activity. (See Swezey and Pearlstein,
p. 3-33).

Sample

Sample objectives at random.
Keep selection process secret
to examinees.

2.1.0.2.1

TcanslataTLO's and LO's into
test items.

Read over action, condition, and
standard for each TLO. (Obtain
from Learning Objective Analysis
Worksheet.)

2.2.0.1

Specify whether high or low item
fidelity is required.

2.2.0.2

*Non-HumRRO author aid.

TLO defines objective of test,LO's
are translated into tests (or test items).

Base decisions on resource
availability, time con-

s

straints, and criticality/
importance of each objec-
tive. (Guidance on how to
sample objectives is in
Swezey and Pearlstein, 13. 3-6)

Base deCisions dn resource availability, time
constraints, and ceiticality/importance of
each objective.

B-4
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1.

,. 2.2

Identify
if learning
category is

MentakSkills
?

2.2,0.3

Testing
Information

LEARNING CATEGORIES

Mental Skills, Skills Such as:
Problem solving ,

Concept formation

Decision making

Mapreading

Computer programrivirg

Tpting InformationKnowing st dard operatigg przceduras, filling out clerical forms

Physical SkillsPerceptual motor s Ils, such as typing, target shooting

Testing AttitudesCooperation, ded' tion, helpfulness, leadership

65
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Develop Paper and Pencil Test

On line
Off line

On line
Off line

On line
Off line

On line
Off line
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On line
and

Off line

On line,

On line
and

Off line

. ,

Establish testing conditions for
' multiple-choice tests.

2.2.1.2.2

Set readability levol for test.

,

. a

a

.

Set minimum and maximurn
number of answer alternatives
inEluding the correct answer.

b

,

Determine if more thaA one
answer is correct.

/
c

.

,

1.

1-

.

Set time limits if any.

d' ,

. .

Set conditions for test
administration.

. .

e

I

' r

I

!:

4

Write multiple-choice items,

2.2.1.2.3
.

4

%

.

/

*Non-HumfiRO -authar aid.

I.
I.

s

ht '
C. 44.-

sic
MA

:t ``

t.
'., ).js ' ft

.
11

_

a

-
Contingent on reading level of trainees. ' -

"- See: Peter kincild, Autoliated"Readikbill10'n'ciex, Humart Factors
Society Bulletin, Vol. XV, No. 5, May.;972. .

Author aid for reducing readability level.

0 \

t
That is, is one (or more) answer.alternatives corfect, in'
addition to correct answer?

Time limit for each item and entire test.

Will all trainees take the same test? Win, theV all be in the seine rinrn?
Will they be tested in shifts? (Some ofWiese decisions are contingerv
on available facilities and testing personnel,)

Author aid for writing multiple-choice items.
Author aid multiple-choice initial preparation worksheet.
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On line

On line
and

Off line

2.2;1.2.3

Make sure that Item tests one .
, oblectlye only.

.,,
., . ,.

a

I
,.

,i. . . ..
4

***alternatives similar Ir9}neth
, to correct answer, _

t.
.. .

,. .. b

t

Mak sure, thaveadability Wel of
- stm is not turpneedn v

...

,

. .,'

. .
,

.
S

,

Check questions for grammatical
errors.

,

.d
P

I

.I

,

Avoid negatives in item stem.
Avoid using "none of the above"
as an alternative.

, _ .

e
._

iI

.

Make sure that distractors
(options other than corredt answer)
are plausible.

,.

_
f

1
...

-
,

If only one alternative is correct,
make sure that it is unequivocally
Correct

q.

*Non-HumRAO author aid.

a

11;

I. 1

,t+

Use on-line or offline1r4dabllity aid. Off-line formula is it end
of flowchart. .

.Author aid on reducInfif readability level.
Peter Kincaid, Automated.13eadabillty Index, Human Fabtors
Society Bulletin, Vol. XV, No. Efi, May 1972.

/
4.

Errors or phrasing of question might.inadvertently indicate
,coireet answer.

Negatives are cofifusing to test takers. State iterin positively.

.

Do not make distractors overly technical.

S
B,8
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On line

1_ 4

I

2,2.1.2.3

... . 1
, .

$4104t ksitlon Of **lief OrtiViei:'
alierriative.

,

.. ,

. .

f

1

Consult,subject matter experts
or Peers for reyiew of items.

, .
044,-4

i ,

;
AI I

' Consult test experts for final
review of test. '-

..

, .

..

4

.

Chosen at randOm at author's option.
,

Author aid question scoring form for recording correct answer
position and number of alternatives.

They will gheck iterri fidelity and dorrectness.

0 '4

They will point out possible poor construction 0 items (and
weak or ambiguous items).

6 9
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*
On line
and

Off line

On line

On line
and

Off line .

1

Establish testing conditions
for true/faise test,

2.2.1.2.4

Sat readability level for test.
,.

a

.1

Determine number or percent
of items to be true (and
false).

b

.1

Set time limits, if any.

. .

c

,

Set conditions for test
administration.

,
d

Write true/false items.

.1.2.6

Make sure item tests one
objective only.

I

'a ,

*Non-HumRRO author aid.

Contingent on reading level of trainees.
See: Peter Kincaid, Automated Readability Index, Human Factors
Society Bulletin, Vol. XV, Flo. 6, May 1972.

Author aid for reducing readability level.

Will the items be 50% true and 50% false or other proportions?

Time limit for (midi itgm or entire tast.
_

Will all trainees take the same test? Will they all be in the same room?
Will they be tested in shifts? (Some's:A these decisions are contingent
on available facilities and testing personnel.)

Author aid for writing true/false items.
Author aid true/false initial preparation worksheet.
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*
On line

and
4 Off line

2.2.1.2.5

,
.

Make sure reedebIllty level Is not
surpassed In Item stem.
, ...__. . .

,....
.

b, .

-1.

Check item for grammatical
errors.

c

,

Paraphrase material for test items;
do not lift Material straight from
text.

d

I

Avoid ambiguous and indefinite
terms (such as sometimes). Also
avoid use of negatives and
negatively worded stems.

e

I

Keep true and false statements
equal in length.

f,
Be sure that item can-be
categorized iiiiequivocally true
or false. J

.

g

Consult subject-matter experts
or peers for review of test.

, h

*Fsion-HumRRO author aid.

Ste: Peter Kincaid Automated Readability Index, Human Factors
// Society Bulletin ol. XV, No. 5,May 1972.

Author aid fo reducing readability level.

See Stevens and O'Neil (November 1974) for guidance
and examples.

They will check test for fidelity and correctness.

r

B-11
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Off line

2.2.1.2.5

I

Consult test expert for final
review of test.

,

Establish testing conditions for
matching tests.

2.2.1.2.5

,

. .

Set readability level for test.

a

i,
-?':-

Set number of elements for
each column.

b

*Non-HumRRO author aid.

They will point out possible bad constructioh of items (and
look for weak or ambiguous items).

Contingent on reading level of trainees.
Author aid for reducing readability level.

See: Peter Kincaid, Automated Readability Index, Human Factors
Society Bulletin, Vol. XV, No. 5, May 1972.
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Off line

2.2.1.2.6

,
,

Determine If more than one
element is to be paired correctly
with other column element(s).

c

1

Set time limits, if any.

-

- d

,

.

Set conditions for test
administration.

e

...

Write matching test items.

.

2.2.1.2.7

I

Make sure item tests one
objective only.

a

I
.

Make sure readability level is
not surpassed.

b

.

I

Make elements in each column
similar in length and type and
as short as possible. ,

c
.

*Non-HumRRO author aid.

z.

Will all trainees take test in same room? Will all trainees take same
test? Some of these decisions are contingent on available facilities
and testing personnel..

r.

Author aid for reducing readability level.

. See: Peter Kincaid, Automated Readability Index, Human Factors
Society Bulletin, Vol. XV, No. 5, May 1972.

Column items should be of similar category .(e9e., nouns, verbs).

Bn 4



2.2.1.2,7

..1-abel each column.

d

I

Make columns with unequal
numbers of elements.

.

e .

Consult subject-matter experts
or peers for revieW of tests.

f

Consult test expert for final
review of test.

9 .

This is so answers cannot be found by elimination.

I?

They will check test for accuracy and fidelity.

Ambiguous items or those of poor construction will be found
in this review.

11
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On line
and

Off line

r-

On line
and

Off line

god)
On line
and

Off line

On line

Establish testing conditions for
Constructed Response Tests using
completion list items.

2.2.1.2.8

. 1

Set nadabillty level for test..
.

(t

a
.

I., ..

Determine whether more than one
answer is correct and whether
answers can be partially cOrrect.
Determine if there are anticipated
voting answers.

b
,

Establish format for answering
questions.

c

I,

Establish level of hints to be .

given-trainee.

d

,

I

Set time limits, if any.

a

Set conditions for test
'administration.

".5 .

f
t

*Non-HumRRO author aid.

Author aid for reducing readability level.
a

See: Peter Kincaid, Automated Readability lndexHuman Factors t'

Society Bulletin, Vol. XV, No. 5, May 1972.

- Author aid for preparation of constructed response items.
Author aid of examples of answer alternatives.

Author aid constructed response inittal preparation worksheet, 5,,

Vol

.
If listing, number of items required? What part of speech
is Missing?

Time limits for 'each item or entire test.

40

Will all traineeslake test in same room? At same time?
Will they take same test? Some of these decisions.ere
contingent on facilities and available testing personnel.

fftt



On line
and

Off line

On line
and

Off line

On line
and

Off line

2.2.1.2.8

_. . . ..,

Write oanipistionAlst itim's for
-Conitsveted-Reeperertwo;--------

2.2.1.2.9

)

.
-.

.. .

Make sure item tests cone
.objective only.

. a

...

Make sure roadability level of
item is not surpasant.

b

I

Check items for grammatical
..errors. 4

C '

I

tf a numerical response is required,
specify units to be used.

, -d,

I

In completiod, omit only
key words.

se .

i

1

.
r

List possible correct answers.
List anticipated ineorrect
answers.

f
\mak.

eNon-Huml3R0 author aid.

S.

Author aid for preparation of constructed response items.

Author aid for reducing readability level.

See: Peter Kincaid, Automated Readability Index, Human Factors
Society Bulletin, Vol. XV, No, 5, May 1972.

If fill-in-blank format used, is question understandable
with blank?

Author aid for preparation of constructed response items.
Authopfeld of examples of answer alternatives.

B-16
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,

4.

2.2.1.2.9

Consult subject-matter expert or
peers for review of test.

Consult tqxt expert for final
review of test.

r

2.2.1.5

. Establith TeWng Conditions for
Consralcted Response Tests
Using Essay Items.

2.2.1.2.10

. I
...,.

Set readability level for test.

C.

a

I .

la
Determine if all items are to be
u ed or if a choice for ansvitéring
is kovided.

,

\ b

*Non-Hum RO author aid.

11

They will look for fidelity and accuracy and may add other
correct answer possibilities.

.

This review will pinpoint poorly &instructed items or
ambiguous items.

Author aid tor reducing readability level.

See: Peter Kincaid!Automated Readability Index, Human Factors
Society Bulletin, Vol. XV, No. 5, May 1972.

Spe'cify number of altprnatives to be answered,

B-1.7

,e 4..
. 141



2,2.1.210

..

Determine if more than one answer
can be correct sold If ansaers can
be partially correct.

c
_

Set limit for number of words
to be written for each item,
if any.

.
.

I
Determine if test answer will be

I.
scored fOr grammar, spelling snit.
punctuation. .

. .
e

- ,

Set time limits, if any.

f

..

Set conditions for test
administration.

9

Write Essay Type Items for
Constructed Response Tests.

..

. 2.2.1.2.11

1

Make sure item tests one objec-
tive only.

.'

0
. t 1

1,6 .1

,"

1

Will all trainees take the same test? In the same room? In
shifts'? Stime of these decisions will depend on available
facilities and testing personnel.

I

B-18
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tot

On line
and

Off line

-2,2.1.2.11

N-

,
Make sure reedebIllty level of Item

. .

N lot surpassed.
,

b. .

I

Be sure item is phrased clearly.
Start item with action verb, such
as "Explain."

c

1

Prepare sample correct answer and
acceptable alternatiyes, if any.

,

di
experts

of test.

?

e

Consult subject-matter
or peers for review

Consult test expert for final
review of test. . .

I

f
-

Non-HurnRRO author aid.

'A?

'14

:
Autho aid for redwing readability level.

See: P ter Kincaid, Automated Readabilitif Index, liuman Factors.
Society Bulletin, Vol. XV, No. 5, MitV 1972. .

,

Observe tiMe it takes to construct answer.

They check test for fidelity and accuracy.

This check is for poorly constructed items and ambiguous items.

.1



On line

IS

t

,..

Develop Oral Test

. 14

2.2.1.3/

.
1

!

.

Establish Testing Conditions for
'Oral Tests.

. a
\.

.

Set conditions for test
administration.

al

'
1

,

'Determine if more
answer is correct
will be partially

than one
end if ilere

..

correct answers.

12

I

Determine.whether administra-
tor's questions are written or
oral.

,

3

I

Determine whether corre
answer is a phrase, word, or
exposition,

a4,. .

I

.

r .

tr .

t.

Estaiilish level of!hino to be giveri'
in.itisms.,

.- ,. "
v: .,

,
...

a . 0 A

17

t.

Will all trainees take identical tests? How will facilities
be used?

Author aid of examples of answer alternatives.

Will verbal ability be part of answer evaluation?

Are umber of components in answer to be delineated? (For
xplain the three parts of an experiment, etc.)

0

80
B-20
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On line
and

Qif line

On line
and

Off line

On line

.

2.2.1.3

,
Wilt* Oral 1* Wall.

,

0,

I

Choose item format.
..

b1

,

4 I

Make sure item tests one
objective only.

....)

1
b2

,

I

Make sure readability,lovel is

.. not suresssed.

I

Answer items.to measure
time required to answer.

' 134

[

List all correct answers.

..
,,

1

Consult subject-matter experts
or peers for review of test.

.

,

.iv

*Non-Hum R RO author aid.

11

'

Author aids forpreparation of multiple-choice, true/false and
constructed response items.

Review 2.2.1.2.3, .5, .7, .9, and .11 to choose best format.

Check with time allotted foc test.

Author aid of examples of answer alternatives.

)1.

They check for fidelity and accuracy and may add other correct
answer possibilities.

1

B.:21.91

4'
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11

2.2.1.3

A

Consult teit expert for final
eview Of test.

b7

Develop Behavioral Performance
Test.

2.2.1.4

.

Establish testing conditions for
behavioral performance tests.

a .,

I

Determine length of each
exercise.

,

al .
.

,

klentify facilities to be
utilized.

.

02

, This will highlight amblguSus and poorlyconsirgqed iterns.

4

4*

V

/ Find out if any restrictions are imposed on use of facilities

and personnel.

B-22
82

4



41

Identify personnel to be
, utilized. .

.
A

.
,..

... a3

-

.,

Determine sequence of exercise.
,

--..

,

a4 .

...

'I5etermine.if,performance is
process or pror'dUct.

-.,,
r ,

9?

Establish use and level of hints
to be provided during testing.

-. .

.-
a6

Prepare Behavioral. Performance
-.Test Exercises, Descriptions.

. ,

, - b

,
1

.

Describe the performance(s)
.

, required tor each objective.
, . .

.
,

,

b1 ,

I
.. .

Ddscribe steps for correct
perforrnanceffprocess i4 to be

n 0 ...

tneasurffl. ,
.

b2 .
. -

,

,

4.

IP

Set up schedule-for u0 of specific areas and Fhedule for personnel
inv-olved in testing.

"Counly Fair" type testing environment might be used.

If process, the behavior will have sub-components

-N

111

I. . ,.

..:
Include time restrictions and facilities to be used in descriptions?
Describe

.
locatipn§ and duties of testing personnel In description.

S.

. Seeyin'eberg and.TaYlor, 1975.

BL:23
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2.2.1.4

Describe attributes of acceptable
finlihed prodikt if product is to
be measured.

I.,
.

,. b3

1 .

Perform your own exercises to
check out facilities, timing and

-personnel needed.

- b4
'

..

,
:

Dewribe acceptable hints to be
given if hints are allowed.

s.

b5 -

Develop checklist of behaviors
to be performed.t_ . ,

b6
..

I

Consult subject-matter experts
or peers for review of tests.

-

b7 - i

. ._ I
,

, A. Y '
Consult test expett for final
review of test.

" ., .

bf3

..
A

.

,

,
'

I.

i 1

This will be necesstiry for scoring later on.

They will check for fidelity and accuracy.-

V.

/ This check will illuminate ambiguous or poorly constructed
../' exercises1

B-2 4
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On line
and

Off line

On line
and

Off line

Writs Test Instructions.

2.2.1.5

Prepare instructions4or
administrator(s) of teit.

a

4

Prepate initial and.within test
instruciioni for trainees
taking test.

oft
&v.*

4t.
Author aid kir preparing
test instructions.

"* ' W

Check readafiility.level otinstructions t guat:aptee that re-ading,

leiel has 1-1(t been surpassed.
Author aid flor Teducing rripdability level.
Author aid for developing test instructions. .

4

14,



Testing information

-2.2,2

Determine item format.. Item formats are the same as those in the Mental Skills section.
The types of mentalskills tested in this category are recall and
recognition. The best formats for bilking information are multi-
ple choice and matching (for recognition), and a completion
type of constructed response (for recall).

See behovioral pertorinance test de velopm ent octivities.
)

e

9.

B-2
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r--

k

Tosting (Mersiewing) Attltuiles

2.2.4

Determine whether attitudes are
to be measured by observation
or by solicitation from trainees.

a

Check section

Yes
2.2.1.2

especially comple-
tion & true/false.

Determine scalin'g techniques
to be used.

al

2.2.1.5

Select measuring technique
thr attitudes to be observed.

Describe behaviors which .

demonstrate given attitudes.

4

b/'

1

Lstablish rating system fdr
administrator (s) to. use_

A good sourCe for choosing observation instruments is Mirrors
for Behavior, edited by Anita Simon and E. Gil Boyer.

Determine if trainee will'be rpted by one or more raters.
Create rating sheets for raters to use,

Non-HumRRO author aid.

0

C.

These measures

present statements
whicti trainees either
"agreb" or "disagree"
with (or "like" or



' Set Training Standards

.-..,il

-

2.3 I

1
Determine if test is for end of
training or within training.

a

iII

,Determine level of proficiency
warranted within training.

b

1
. .

. .

Decide whet performance
at end of trai g should equal

or surpass the jobperformance
measure.

c ,

I

Establish criteria for trainee
performance of LO's.

d
. /

I

False Positives and False Negatives.
. ..

,.
,

.,..
. .

0

2.3.1.

v,
'-

Perform validity check,
. ..

....-

a
..

,.. ,

it

AI

Setting of criteria is sometimes determined by reference

to job requirements or consensus of 4experts."

Sometimes trainees are required to "overlearn/' so that decay .

of learning on the job is not detrimental tà performance.

Decide on number of LO's to be met by trainee.

1

Validity shows discrimination between masters (those Who are "go'l

and non-masters (those who 11:`"no-go"). See formula at end of

f lowchart.

0

B-2 '8
9
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N.

2.3.1

I.
Decide on pitfalls of either
false' positives or false negatives.

_

b .

1--

Rent Order Students (if required).
#

2.4
4

List scores from highest to
Jowesl.

a

I -_

ProviCie identical ranks to trainees
having identical scores.

,

9

Set Cut-Off Scores
.

. .

. 2.5
,

1________-___

I
RevieW training standards at
established ( in' 2.3) to- set
cut-of! scnres.

,
i.

a

, I .

Set cut-off scores, repogniiing
probability of false positives and
false negatives..

P . .
.. t9

0

A

a

A

Decide which type of false ;situation is more critical and
which can be tolerated. ,

o

Develop form for listing purOoSes.

,

;V

Only if required.

0

4-

Swerey says, if the cost of a false positive (passing an

incompetent man) is very' high, the cut-off point shOuld be
, set very high." (p. 6-13)

13-29
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2.6

Lower cut-off scores If required
by manpower needs or criticality
of task.

Ouant.

Determine qualitative scoring
procedures.

Determine whether.partially
correct responses will be
evaluated.

al

Determine scheme for aSsessing

partially correct answers.

a2

Determine whether presentation
of resp.Onse, grammar, spelling
punctuation will affect response.

1.

Dual.

Decide what effects the scoring can have on trainee comparisons.

Especially applicable in constructed response (listing) format.

*

Oral testsjind constructed responseessay.

90
13-30



6

at

On line
and'

Offiline

On line
, :and
Off line

2.6

'Outline scdring guidelines for
behavioral checklists or. scales..

'

'34

Determine quantitative scoring
procedures.

2.6.2

t.

Checklist scoring is a
performance.

,1

licable to "Orocess" types of
'

Determine number of points
for each response.

'14 ,

a

Determine if responses &lee to be
rank-brdered.

Web hp penalties for
incorrect responses:

P

,

.1

CI

E

Author aid for scoring test items.

--"rr-

4.

T

Could be used for myitiple-6hoice or constructed retponse,
wh e some reSpovses are considered ':more 4corrett" th .

o hers. W ightedirespoyses?

Especially applicable in ThreiFalse4 or Multiple.Choice where
probability of.guessing correiftly4Iligh. Could also be used
in matching format. Formula or correction,for guessing.
Autpor aid 1?r,scoring test iteens.

B-31
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.

*N.

2,6,2

. # t
i .,, ',. .. , ...

0 Petermini **Ow Isertielly.eer.
,,t , ,

, _Act seeeeivisies81 be eielueted.
, .

.
.

--,

, ,,
,

Pterrsit* Ichtrile for esseelina
,,,,pertlitHy torreot entwOri. ...

._: ".,
.

" .1't.. ....-
... , . .

.k._
gtutling scoring guidelines for
behavioral checklists and atti-
tude scales (if used):

N ' 1
I

atermine when scoring will
Occur,, aftqr orduring test.

... ,,

. I

Determine whether scoring will
be done by hand or machine.

, .

,
..

'2.6.4

Write scoring directions.

2.6.5

Perform sookna siocedures
tryout. Perfolm,resdability

2,8.0

1

"Non-HumRRO author ald.

.0

Author lid fox scoring test Items.
Author aid of examples oranswer alternatives.

P

e*

Especially hpplicable in consfrurefed response (listing) forMat.

Author aid for-scoring:test items.
Author aid of tocamples of answe? alternatives.

4

Will interference scoring be used? See Swezey,p. 6-6.

Go/No-Go type?

Develop form for recording correcLand incorrect answers of
class and individuals. Develop method for determination of
number of correbt answers (ot a iCoring key).

: r

Author aid for reducing readability level.

See: 'Peter Kincaid, Automated Readability Index, Human Factors
Society BUlletin, ye,. v.!, No. 5, May 1972.

0

a.

"t

. 1.0



'

.01

et

I. A

,,I, ...

Reviseproeadures as indicated
in tryout.
_ .,

2.6.7

S.. -
. ,

.

Co /act Elasa line Data.

l ,

2.7

, ..,

, . - '
...

.
. -

,

Decide how data ar# to be
, A

stored hand or machine file.

,

Write instructions for storage:
,

pf data..

.

I.,

%

Write instructions for gathering
backgroun&data. ,-

, - .

c

.

1

.. ..*
Collect background and train-
inb data for each trainee. .

,

.
ci .

4

la I

LI

Ustkally npt test developer's responsibpity

Li

Develop form for intermediate storage of data.

6-33
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111.

I

1.0 introduction

2.0 Procedures

Identify instructional needs
and constraints.

.
..

, .

' .
. .

Determjne number of trainees.

a

i - I
characteristics

to -instruction,

b

i
Determine entry
of trainees relevant

,

. ,

I

Identify budget, restraints for
instructional development,

, -,

c

Identify time constraints for
instructional development..,

!

.
,

1

IIIA 'PEVELOP, INSTRUCTION 0-

,

a

,PS

E:g., reading Comprehension level.

f

B-35
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2.1

Identify scheduling constraints.
5..

Determine fidelity required during

instruction.

2.2.

I

See LOAW

.1

A

1336

5



.

Identify available resources.

2.2

, I

Identify personnel knowledgeable
in various modes/media of
,,instruction.

,

. a

,

Prepare roster of coworkets
(peers) available for instration.

,al .

,,,,
...

.
.

Prepare roster of available,
\--...klified instructors.

t
Na

.

, fk
,

,

. rt.

Describe and document
available.facilities.

...

b

4

List all library/reference rooms, study rooms, and equiPment;
clasiroom and large lecture halls; practice rooms/laboratories,
and equipment'.

B-37
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VW.

On line
and

Off line

pn line
and

Off line

,

Develop Instruction.

.
2.3

. .

I
.

.

. .
Kepare outline orTLO's and LO's'
to be covered by instruction.

'

a
, .

,

Determine mode of instruction
for each section of Course. ,

b

.,

Ia ,

.Detw.mihoinstruc(ionol.*thint 14,, .,.

.. , .

, . .

.
.

,ightntify loctitiont
,101.ere there Wi.8

..

.

Within mums
he Prectiee.

. .

.
d

t
Select first mode of instruction
for development.

.

dl

a
I

,

Go to blink explaining /node
'selected. .

d2

Base decisions on critidallty of task, fidelity required, equipment

availability, personnel pvailability.
Will learning be self-paced ilearger controlledri, tutorial, smallN--

group or large-group discussion, or teacher oriented?

Author aid for preparing learning objectives,
Authqr aid for sequencing of materials..

'r

' Author aid for preparing Practice frames.

CHOOSE FROM LIST:
2.3.1 Audio script.

-Video materials.
2.3.3 Audiovisual materials.

. 2.3.4 Printed materials.
2.3.5 Programmed instruction.
21.6 Platform lectOes..

8-38

2.3.7 Self-teaching exportable
- package's (STEPsl.

2.3.8 Supplementary instruction.
2.3.9 Adjunct programs.-

2.3.10 Job performanataids (JPAs).
s 2.3.11 Formal OJT.

2.3.12 Other forms ormediated
Instruction.

2.3.13 CAL



,.
.

Writing lp audio script Ai
.

2.3.1

.

Identify sections of coprse for use
Of audidin conjunction with other
media.

a

r
Identify comprehension level
of trainees.

. .
...,..

-

b
_

I--
-

Using outline, prepare plan
for script.

,

c
.

_

. 1 (

Further outline TLO's and LO%
pertaining to this section. .

cl

I

Plan use of audio cues, music,
voices and combinations of these..

.41.- .
...,

.

c2 -

I

Set up schedule for script
development. .

,

d
. .

*Non-HumRRO author aid.

flj,ir TLO's and LO's.

-c

"4111
See Brown, J.I., and, Carload', G.R. )3rown-Carisen bistenrne
Comprehension Test. New York: Harieurt, Brace and ')
World, 1955.

B-39
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2.3.1

'
I

. .

Establish tiara fralne for
development. '. *

dl
.

%

I

.

. ..

,MeeywittNeudio equipment
personnel to set up rcording

, schedule. .

d 2 .

N

I .

.

Write script from outlInes.

. .

. , , 4

, e

.

'Use two-sided script form for_
writing cbntent.

el
,

1

Indicate pausei anci uses of
other media on 'script form.

e2
. .

.

Have script reviewed.

E..

f
- k

1
-.

Give script to peer for review,

1

fl

'Vs

4

1

Left side should contain special ireeructions for cues to music; other

so.Unds; right side contains actual sefipt and directions to narrator.

1.

B-40 .



2.3.1

. .:

Meet with producer to review
script,

f2

t,

I
. .

Revise script if necessary to
)change pace, clarify sections, etc.li

. .
..,..

Si

I:
,

,

Prepare requirediumber
cobies of script for
purposes.

of
prOduction,

h'

I
Make reco;'cling of script.

,

.'
.

i

,

4,1

,o

Es



. ,

PreparIng video-only mateilils.

2.3.2
.

.

r

..
.

identify sections of course for
use of video in 9miulrfion with

An lief media.
.

, a'
I

Prepare outline of instructional
sections applicable to videO
medium. -

. .
..

:

,
..

,

-

Sketch or describe visuals
to be presented on storyboards.

,
,

131

.
. .1

,..

Specify details of each
picture/illustration.

,
1 .).

b2

I i
'Ensure that detail is correct and
not too complex or cluttered.

.
, .

. .

' b3 .

,
.

,fr

-,

Establish sequbnce, of visuals to
be pre-se ted.

.

'. ,

.fr
SI

.ReviewTLO's and LO's.

.4

,
lnclude4special effects, lettering, shading, amount of tietail.

I.

.214P .

4



2.9.2

Identify timing of sequences.

4
.

., cl.

. .

.
. .I'

. -

Identify locations wilere video-
only materials are to fit with
other instruction. .

s)

' ..0
. .. r

..
eit up schedule hit ilevelopmen

of materials. -

,

d .

Establish time"frame.

,
. ,

211
.. ,

,

Meetwith illustrator/photograptier
. to e30ain storyboards and-

sequence of visuals.

-
d2

w .

,

..

Arrange for TV produ-ction
'facility to produce materials.

.

d3

.

Have video materials reviewed.

e .

.

' .

r

Determine what TVLacilities are required and/or available,
(i.e., studio equipment, persortnel, materials, etc.)

4

B-43
03



. A

2.31

_

Give materials to peer for reviaw.

, .

.

el. .- .
. .
_

Meet with pioducer to review
meter ials.

. -

e2
.

.

,

.

Revise materiels if necessary to
clarify sections, change pace, etc.

. .

f
-

,

1

, filO
Have required, number of copies
produced.

,

9

B-44
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A

10

Tim aucliovlidIl production. .
4

2.3.3

$(.

N.1

The audio in audiovisual.

. .

Identify sections of course for
\Tdiovisual media.

.
.

. .
a

..

Identify comprehension level .

of trainees'.

. .

.

b
.

.

I

,

Set up scheduktfor script ,

development:
.-.

.

..
c

r

.

Establish tilne frame. _

I 4

,

-

1
c 1 .

IN-..

Meet With audio equipment
personnel to set up recording
schedule. ,

,

. c2 .
.

.

4Non-HumRRO author aid.-
,

4

.1

ReviewfLO's and LO's.- 1

.

S (

See: Brown, J.I., and Carlsen, G.R. Brown-Carlsen Listening
Comprehension Test. New York: Harthurt'Brace and
World, 1955.

t
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2.3.3.1

p

Prepare outline of instructional
sections applicable to audio-
viiiffil medium.

...
d

,

°
.

I
.

Write script frorri Outlines.,

.

e
,

.
-.._

.

.

.
1

,- pse two-sided script.forrn
for writing content.

-
. . ,el

,

. ,. ,
,

. ....

Indicate pauses and uses of other
media on script form.

.. e2
, % .

.
I

Have script reviewed,
.

,

' ,- f.
4 .1 \ .

-,- -

Give script to peer for review.
,

,

, fl

''

.

Meet witffproduCer to review
scribt.

.
, x-ot___

.

- f2 '

,

.

,

Left side should contain production instructions (use of muSic,

special cues); right side sliould contain directibns t8 narrator.

4

01'

.106

se
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^fn..

4

21.3.1

,

Revise script if necessary to Chenge
pace, clarif;? sectionfl etc.

lri
,

.

_.
9

I. .

Prepare required numbecof
copies ot script for production
purposes.

h.

..

I.

't
,

N

'Record audio materials.
.

i

s .

.
.

. .

The visual in audiovisual.

2.3.3.2 ">

.. ,.

Prepare outline of instructional
sections applicable to visual
medium.
,

' a

r
1._

Sketch or describe visuals
to be presented on storyboards.

-7al

*Non-HumRRO author aid.

4

See-Closed-Circuit Televisicfn Production Techniques, by LG. Goodwin &
T. Koehring. l[ndianatfolis: HoWard W. Sams & Co., WM.

Fieview TLO's and

B-4W



. 2.3.3.2

. .
.. -

Silicify details of each
PlciureAllustration. .

,

a2
..

1 .

Ensure that detail is correct
and not too complex or
cluttered.

a3 . .

, .

I .

II

Establish sequence of visuals .

to be presented.

. ,

b

1

,

Identify timing of sequences.

.. .,

111
b1

J. -
e (

With first versjon df visuals, or .
play audio accompahiment while
going through sequence.

\b2

Set up schedule
development of

4

,

flor I ?.
-x-.
materials.

,

.
,

b2

N

e I
'

1 -

Establish time frame,

. b3-1
,

Pi

..

,
include special effects, lettering, shading, imount of detaik

(1

108"
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V/

s4,

c

's

2.3.3.2 ,

'I
.

.

' Meet with illustratcephotographer ,

to mtpláln storyboards and
sequence ot visuals. .

so.

. b3-2. ,

1
-r

, tt

. V ,

. Arrange for phoO4raphic ..
prodation of visuals..

i',
... .

.. .
.

. - b4 .

.

-Have.visualsreviewed.
.

,

\
..

e.

i

,

.

.
-,

Give materials to peei- for review.

s

b5-1

. - I
.

. ,

, Revise materials if necessary
to clarify rtions, change pace, etc.

.. .

..

s.

b6
,

Have required number of.
,

copies produced.

., .

b7

1.

*Non-HumRRO author aid.

4

se'

,

k

I Determine What itolipgrapIlic Acilities.required and/or
availabje studio, equipment, personnel, materials, e$c.)-

0

A.

ft

').
See The Video Handbook, NY: Media Horiions, 1972.

B-49 109



.

Of

9 fikletap, program.
.. .

,.

23,33

.

.1
.

,

Integrate audio tape recording
. with visuals.

. . .
.

,11

_

1 s

Determine appropriate timing
for each storyboard.in outline..

, .. ,.
_

a1

.

I. ,

Record pauses, audio cues,
Voices., and combinations of both.

1

a2

.

. I ,
. .

la( / .

Have illustrator/photographer .

. .

1 <
. .

I'
.

. ,

*

,
.

,
. 11

5,
.

4.

,

Record audioportion on'tei.ie
ilcluding cues. . ,s.

\ ? ',,

I. .
-.) -

-

--.4
--

S

: ....2

. i.,

I

Review iht 'fated slide/tape
prograni... -"

-) -,c' 71,:. .
?, ,

. , .
1/ ,I.,,./ t?

.

1(

Refer to audioviaal outlines.

.

e

_$ee The Video Handbook, New York: Media HorIzons, 1972.

,115
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2.3.3.3

...
_

Present program to peertfor
review.

at.

bl ,

., . .

,

(

1 ..

Revise audio and/or visual
materials if necessary to clarify
sections, changes, pace, etc.
. .

..

1

.

c

r

.
,

.

1,,

Have required numbers of 'slides
and tapes' produced.

,
.

d .

-

,

,

-t
a

Not recommended.

.

3;751



Vz)

Producing taloviskon progrank.

2,3a5

-\

Developingprinted materials.

5....

2.3.4

I
. .

Prepare outline of instructional
sections applicable to print medium.

, .
a

Determine sequence of
instruction. .

. .

b

I

Set time limits for using
materials in class.

r
.

131

*Ndp-HumRRO author aid...

'Follow steps for 2.3.2 (Prepating video materials).

SeaClosed-Circult Television Production Techniques,
Indianapolis: Howard W. Sams knd Co., 1970. '

Review TLO's and LO's,

1 2
B-52
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'On fine
arid

Off line

el/

-

2.3.4
"%.

Ditermlne location and type of
practical exercises andillus-

'trations,

b2

A

+Identify reading-comprehention
lave) of trainees. ,.

%:-..- , .
.

. -

4

,

.
. ,

..

.

,..4 -

inmr144

.

II,
.

,

,

-,'"""k ,t,

Schedule preParation of
materials. ,

.
; .

.

8.

.

Set iime frame for preparation
and production. ,

. VP
.

. el .

1

.

Identify available facilities. .,

\
.

. e2

?

'
..

-
Identify qualified personnel to
develop instruction.

,.
.

.

e3
.

*Non-HumRRO author aid.

Imo

.
Q

_

Ose reading test scoes.

Author aiil for reducimi readability level.

See:. Peter Kincaid, Automated Readabilityrfpdex, Human Factors
Society aulletini Vol. XV, No. 5, May 1972.

1 1 3
B-53 -.
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2.3.4, -

Meet with editorjal and produptIon
stliff to discuss plans for Instruc-
tional development. ,

,
. .e4

.

Write Instruction

... . . ' '
"4.--......._ . 0

.

-
.

1. .. ,

,

, .
\

.

I
.

. .

Write introduction and
summary of materials for
trainees.

c .

f1

bo, 4

Indicate outside references
and any other aids used.

f2

.

, .

4
4.

Preparetremedial versions of
instruction if needed.

.

I f3 IP

4

t

.

.

I

Write primary instructional
content. .

f4

,

.

,

I

Write practice exercises
and self-tests.

f5

:

I

Non-HumRRO author aid.

511

See: Robert Gunning. How to Take the Fog Out of 'WHO%
The Oartnell çorpf, 1964.

OD. I. 11

See W. James eloptur and .E.,ya Baker, Planning an ipstructional
Sequence, Engiewooti CilfW Prentice Hall, inct,19713.

\

at,

Tyler G: Hicks, SuccessfurTechnical Writing, New York:
McGraw-Hill Book, Co., 1959.

B-54
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r,

'2,3.4

/ 1 I .

Have printed.materiali reviewed'.

..
.

. ..

9..
,

,

...
,

. .

.
Give te gieer for review.

.

,-

,
Revise if necessiry to clarify
sections, etc.

\ ,

- h

I
,

Have sufficient copies prepared
for use by trainees.

i.
,

. 4



'7A

On line
and

Off line

Off line

Developing progranuned
Instruction.

s
--,

.

, 'V

2.3.6,
)

-

- -

,

411I ......

Prepare outline for instruction.

..
a+ i

.'..
. .,

I

-

nolnittru~, .: Wquen

,
'N 1\ *1%

t

Id.' ..

6 Organize 4ames into logical
order.

..,

al-1

Plan franie size contingent on
type of trainees.'

a2

Make a rough draft of frame
including Illustrations.

4

* a3

1

.

Draw flowchart of frame
.

sequencek.

, a4

*Non-HumRRO author aid.

Review TLO standards and conditions.. Review management
plan. _See: Thiagarajan The Pt'ogramming Process: A

1Practical'Gulde, Worthington, Ohl& Charles' A. Jones
.Oublishing Co., 197'1.

<.

Author aid for preparing learning obis' Nes,

Author aid for seivenclng of materials.

Frames on,the main track (if there is individualization), shabld
present all the information Mat a student needs in order to

. ,master the subject matter.

Relate frame size to expected student behavior. Determine,how
large a step toward mastery the student can reatonebly be
expected to take in each frame.. See: Markle, Good Frames

and Bad, New York: John Wilt* & Sons, 1964.

Author aid for preparing practice quAtions, Author aid for
instructional frame development.

116

B-56
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On line
and.

Off line

.t.

alp

,

. . .

L te areas for practiCe exercises.-_
.

a4-1.. . _

t ofex.rss'
. ,

. v
- . 4

Locale potentially difficult .

fraings,

1

84-3 .

.

Locate areas for review, rest, and
self-test. List referenws and demon-
stration'materials to be used by
student;

a4-4.
,

I
.

, Determine type of prompt to be
used in each frame.

,

a5

Determine if there will be
branching.

.

'
a6

.. .

Set sequence for branching.

,

,

86-1

*Non-HumR RO author aid.

0'
4 C' ,

Determine the amount of practi6e necesszery beyond the
minimal range of examples. See: Markle, 1964.

4. .4

*

Multiple choice!true/false, completion? See: Markle,
GCKid Frames and Bad, New York:: JohnWileylit Sons,

. .1964.

. ., ..

Author aids for preparihg multiple choice, true/false,
and .constructed response prqictice questions.

Where the program is exrnsive enough, provide isolated review
and test itemi as feedbeck to the programnier, as well as the student
on how well the teaching secluence has gone. Prepare quiz which
tests students understanding of the material.

Make use of the thematic l'irompts (in context). Only use formal
prompts (multiple-choice format excluded) when absolutely
necessary. See Thiagarajan & Markle.

4'
If the student is branched to remedial instruction, the material.
should represent a restatemen t of information covered in
the main track..

B-57
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,

_
,

Determine lf there are suPple-
melitery materials.

-

'"*, a7 ,

I ..

Determine If there are fupple-
mehtary exercises.

,
a8

Identify the types of qsponses
to be Moiled in each kame.

- .

a9
.

..

I
.

Determine feedback to be given
to trainee after responses.

a 1 0
,

Write frames in rough draft.

b
. .

#

Write frames clearly in good English.

bl
. .

Provide good examples on the
instruction.

. .

. b2

*Non-HurnRRO auttior aid.
.

Provide instrUctibns on their use.
.P

ir

To be used with supplementary materials? Alone?

Will feedback contain explanatory material? Will examples
be used?

See Nesbit and O'heil, Thiagarajan & Markle.

,

Avoid introducing more points than can be.responded to in
any one frame. See Markle.

Provide examples covering the variQty of conclitkoris the student
will cope with.

B-58
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,)

On line
and

. Off line

Off line

2.3.5

Check frames for accura

A

b3

. .

lover° Molise
..>,

. .
\
A .

Eliminate irrelevant material
from frames.

.

.. ,

, b5

.
.

I
.

Write practice axercisee in
rough draft.

.
,

Choose exercises that are relevant
to instructional content.

cl

-

Choose the number of exercises .

for the frames, _

c2

..

Write exercises clearly, in good
English,.

,

c3.

*Non-HumARO author aid.

A-

. .

See: Peter Xinad, 'Automated-Readability Index, Human
Factors Society Bulletin, Vol. XV, No. 5, May 1972.

a

Author aid for, reducing readability level. '

We

See Markle.

Do not make exercises too long at one time.

B-55



2.3.5

.

Have peey review rough draft
of propram. .

,

d .

.

..

..

,

1 o

'Try out draft on other
authors.

. dl

Have editorial review of
instructional materials.

.
d2

.

.

-
Revise materials as necessary.

e

.,

.

-

See Thiegarajan.

See Nesbit and O'Neil, Thiagarajan and Markle.

- \

*Non-HumRRO author aid:
././

. B-60
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, a
DevelOping platform Malan.

....7

t 2.3.6,
,

.1dr .
...

Det.14tutfine of instructional
...t. ,

secilon;td be covereotby lecture.
, 4' ..t...1

a/ ,

-,1

Divide outline into
periods of minutes

.

lecture
each.

al
'

1,, I
Determine time and placeMent
of tests, quizzes, discussion
periods, practice, other mediated
instructioqi etc. -

2
, .

i_
,

Identify sequence of LO's to be
covered by lecture.

, 1
.

,

Prepare outline and exercises for
alternate lectures if they are to
be developed for different student,
populations. ,..., .. _

a4 1

pl

Prepare lecture mites to aid
delivery.

. -

_

a5

I

Review TLO's and LO's.

Refer to management plan for time constraints.

Refer to management plan.

JI

Note different concepts to get across. Also, note where
supplementary milterials are useful.

B-61
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,

Determine degree of student .

participation in lectured%

4*
.

b ,

1 ,

,
,

Scheddie facilities and
res6urces.

, .

I .. ,

. c -
,

1
.

Determine classroom/lecture hall
requirements and schedule their use.
s .

.'

I

Identify supplementary materials,
ff any, to be used in conjunction
with lictures and order them.

ct

.

..

Identify instructors/lecturers,
who will present instruction and
prepare roster.

c3

Practice lecture in "dry run" to
' deterMine how much time k takes.

d
,

.. I.
Prepare additional notes and/or
modify outline, if necessary.

dl
% .

ta

"?

1 (

- Will students listen only or will interactions be encouraged?

.$

9'rj'l
B-62



0

r

A

On line
and

Off lina

2.3.6

Try out lecture on other
authors. . .

0 .

Revise lecture outline, notes,
exercises, etc., as neCessary.

. ,
'Develop self-teaching exportable
packages (STEPS).

;3.7

Develop OUtline of instructional -'
sections to be covered by STEPs.

46.

a. ,
, -

..,.. l

wont*? pniuencilif LO's to be
*OW;

1
Is

, ,

ste

44

A

4

Review TLO's and LO's.

, Author aid for preparing learning objectives,
Author aid for sequencing of materials. '

,

B-63 23



0

1.

'4

2.3.7

Selict places for exercises and

.self-testi.

1)1

1
.

Identify the supplementary
materials and yvferences to be c

used with instruction.
,

c
. .

I .

Write draft of STEP. .

.
.

1

Write introduction to include
list gild sequence of LO's to be

attainel.,
di

/

Establish standards of performance
needeclAo complete instruction.
). ag ,

42
-

-- .
.

I

. .

List references supplied and
describe their use.*

,
d3

-,I, .

-: =.;---.f N4

Assemble remedial.and supple-
mentary instructional materials.

1

.,

i \ d4v ;

,

\*Nopl.HumRRO author aid.

11.

See: Deterline Assoltes, How to Design and Develop Self

pnd Supervised Instrpction: A Guide far Developing

Correspondence Instruction, February 1976.

See: Preparing Extension Training, TRADOC Pamphlet 350-31,

(Draft), February 1976.

f

4-

B-64
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4

2.3.7

Include exercises and 9W-tints
with scoring instructions.

.
.

db
.

1.
I

Supply branching directives con, :

tingent upon responses to .

exercises and self-tests.

d6

,

Have STEP tried out by students
repreientative of target population.

. . .

e
1\

I

,
Revise STEP if necessary.

,

f

7

Provide discussions regirdirlg all responses.

/ 95
B-65 ,



. .

Developing supplementary
instrootion. 6,

2.3.8

Survey available resources for
validated instructional materials
relevant to LO's to be covered.

,
a

_

1 .

,

Prepare outline of instruction
to identify plaCes for use of
supplementary instruction. .

b ,

1

I

Relate self-tests andixercises
to supplementary instruction.

?

.
,c

I

Modify supplementary instruction
hi be in a form similar to that in

, existing program.

d

Review LO's for requirements.

Identify special instructions for their use, if any.

8-66
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On line
and

Off line

DevolopIng adjunct Innructioi.

,

2.3.9
,

I

Develop outline of instruction
to be covered by adjunct

'instruction.- %.

,

I
0

Identify sequence of LO's to-
be covered.

,

.. ,
b

I

Identify locations in sequence
for self-tests and exercises.

.'

bl

1

,

I

Collect and review all materjals
to be used.

.

c

-

, ,

. Maki *aro 'OW .tont *tot not
to* *ding comorohonsion
Wet of tisimms,

. . c
.

., 61
.

.

AlatiiddeMaal

Ensure uniformity of length and
difficulty of instructi6nal unit.

; c2

.-

Reuiew TLO's and LO's.

4

,

See:.Peter Kincaid, Automated Readabijjty index, Human
Factors Society Bulletin, Vol, XV, No. 5, May 1972.

Author aid for reducing readability level.

1

*Non-HumRRO author. B-7aid.
9 t-y
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230

Write Procedural Instructions
for trainee. ,

d

,

I
. .

Llst TLO's and LO's to be attained
' by trainee.

d1

Write correct responses for
student to compare his answers
on quiz or test items. .

r-

-
d2

1

. r
Prepare explanations for
possible responses.

A +-

d3

I
. .

Prepare branching or remedial
instructions based on responses.

,

d4
. c

I
.

Provide suggestions for remedial
exercises.

,
d5

4.

IP i 1

.

Review instruction.

1

e

7.

128
B-68
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it

2,3,0
... .

Have peer r*View Materials
for accuracy and appropriateness.

el,
,

1 .

Have students representative
of target population try out .
materiels.

.

.

.

)

, Revise instruction, if necessary.

,

f -

,.

Job Performance Aids (JPA's).

2.3.10

I i t

i
Prepare outlinfrof instruction .

whicirtdyntifies small steps a,
requiring one specific ection.

1141°a

I..

t

Group small steps into functional
ugits.

fr b

.

4

Review TLO's and LO's

Note reference pnd supplementary material relevant to each unit.

B-69
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On line
and

Off line

2.3.10

Develop JPA's for unit.

Vb
.

. , '

0
.

1
V

Plan JPA content including
checklists.

.,

cl

I

Plan use of visuals/illustrations.
in JPA's. r

c2 .

,

Meet with production personnel
to discuss layout and contem of
JPA..%

,..

c3

,- .

Schedule production of JPA.

,

k
.c4 .

.--
I ,

.
Writ, Instivetlbns for JPA user.

.
,

.

_

.Review JPA.

d
Ir

1^

Sae: Fully ProCedUrallzd Job Performance Alds, Handbook for JPA
Developers bY Reid P. Joyce, et.al., Alr Force Human Resources
Lab, AFHFILTR-73-43 (III).

include references:

Author aid for preparing test instructions.

1 3g

*Non-HumRRO author aid. B--70



'e?

2.3.10

Have peer revieW JPA by perform-
ing tasics using JPA.

,

dl
. .

,

Have 1\'ovice perform tasks, noting
,

any problems, ambiguities. .-
,...

ot-t,

d2

I. ,.

Reviie JPA, if necesserY.

. .

e. ..
. .

4.

.0
Developing formal OJT (FOJT).

Develop outline of instructional
sections to be taught by FOJT.

t.
a

Review TLO's and LO's:

1. 0

13 71
1 31



7

2.3.11

Identify which sections will be
presented as demonstrations,
lectures, "hands-on" performanct
or mediated instruction,

b

.

Establish sequence of
instruction.

tli ,.
.

.. c
.

.

.

Choose locations for practice
and tests.

.
.

cl ,

..1

Select reference materials
and aids.

c2
.

4

,

Prepare FQ.17 content.

,

d

. .

Obtain assistancp from subject

matter expert.

dl -

f
.

Prepare introductory
material.

,.. .

d2

.1



Write procedures for demon-
stratigns and performance
portions of instruction.

4.

Prepare practice exercises
and tests.

d4

1

Prepare lectures and audiovisual
portions of FOJT.

,

d5 .

1

Establish time limits for
tasks and demonstrations.

. e

,
.

Establish standards for perform-
ance throughout the training
period.

,

f

I

Prepare performance c4ecklist
for use of supervisor to evaluate .

student,

fl
.

..-

Prepare instructions for
supervisor to score student .

.performance.

f2 .
,.

4.

See blotks 2.3.3 and 2.3.8.for further ieference.

B
133



On lino
and

Off line

k..,

t A *it ,,
..

.; 1 vs%
N ' ';''''

' . -1,, ,; ,' f' (. TV i , W,Vokli. ::.:0

.
Review FOJT.

...

h

.

.....

Awe knOwledgeable personnel
review Instruction.

1

hl .

14

,

Is

Try out FOJT in field site using
trainees typical of target
populations.

h2

v

Revise FOJT, if necessary.

(146
i

,

.

'

(

Author aid for preparing test instructions.

1 3 4
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4

;

ey

,

Other forms of mediated
instruction. .

. .

2.3.12

..

Deve hi; outline c4 sections to be
eb;a641i4-by other orms of med1-

1,. .,.

,ettpd insteection e.g., CAl).

, a

II ..

Identify available resources and
facilities to use in instructional
development. . .

b

.

Iclentify available- personnel who
are knowledgeable in using ,

resources to prepare mediated
instruction. --
, c

I
,

Prepare instrUctioetal sequence and
strategies depending on charac-
teristics of mediated instruction.

d,

.
.

Establish branching, sequencing,
and rdmedial paths far trarnees.

, .

, .

- 4.
dl

v .
0

Prepare text, audiovisual illus-
trations, exercises, tests, etc.
that are suitable flothe medium
to be used. .

, ..

Review TI_O's and LO's.

1 3 5



On live
and

Off line

2,3.12

940 r tint

'

t st

1

ReOew instruction.

. .. ,....

, I

ptHave r review materials
for accuracy and appropriateness.

fl

I

Have students representative
of target population try out

., materials.
.

. 12 .

,

I

Revise instruction, if necessary.

. .

.

9

--s.

*Non-HumRRO author aid.

'

See: Peter Kincaid, Automated Readability Index, Human
Factors Society Bulletin, Vol. XV, No. 5, May 1972.

Author aid for reducing readability le.vol,

,/

1 3 6

8-76
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Protest first draft materials.

..
,

2.4 '

.
.

Choose a complete sequence for
testing (abdut 1/2 hours): ,,

. ,
a

L..
....

Select sample population similar
to target population.

. I
,

aioose naive subjects.
.t .

bl

Inetruat Ss to noie
in undiirttanding lifetruction,
Illustrations.

42
,

Problems

,

Time Ss as they progress
through material's.

,

b3
,.

4 1

Administer test of materials
to trainees. .

4 ,

C

t

*Non-HumRRO author aid.

'

See: Handbook for Daliners of Instructional Syttems,
Alr,Forde pamphlet AFV-50-58, Volume IV, July 1973.

I

'

Author aid on attitudinal questionnaires for CAL

See: Handbook of Procedures for .the Design of Instruction,
Leslie J, Briggs, Pittsburgh: AIR, 1970.

13'7



Yes

,

v .
Check to see if instruction
is too long, if there is too
much information.

Chick vocabulary and
sequences of instruction.

Revise areas wherein

3

-k,

138

B-78

Length of instruction may
have to be shortened. Number
of summaries of self-tests may
have to be increased. Stipple-
mentary materials may have to
be added, '

'es

10



w!'

On line

(

4

Proparq uor Instruct/oft

2.5

.vari040.

.

.

..

Degfribe instruction.

--al

Discuss rationale for
instruction.

..

01-1

Identify the need for
instruction.

t.

al -2
-

.

, c

Identify the target'of
invruction.

al -3
.

Identify job(s) for which
student will be prepared.

,

.;
al-4 .

,

Guidelor the use of author aids in preparing CM materials.

B-79
Li 9



2.5

T

identify degree td which
instruction trains sttident for)ob.

k...
..,..is

r,..

a1-5

)
100 ,

)

Prepare overview of instruction.

.

a2

1

Prepare outline of each lesson.

.

. .

,

a2-1
i

I

Bfiefly describe contents .

of each lesson.

a2-2

List lessons in their
proposed sequence.

,

,
82-3

1

Write plan of instruction.
,

w . .

a3 ,

I .

indicate LO's for each sequence
or block of instruction.

. .

a3-1

,

*Non-HumRRO author aid.

See:Handbook for Designers of Instructional Systems, AFP 60-58,

July 1973.

1 4 0 I
B-80
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2.6

Determine duration of training
.

for each instructional section.

a3-2 . .

-

Describe instructor require-
ments/duties in each instructional
section. (

a3-3

,

1___.-______ °I

Describe media resource
requirements related to training
aids and facilities.

-
OA

,

I

Target population description.

4

,. 84
4,

I-

Identify trainees academic or
educational level, reading level,
verbal ability, etc. i

a4-1

I .

Identify previous training or '
related knowledge and experience
of trainees.

a4-2

,

Identify required physical and .
personal characteristics of trainees.

.

84-3

List time constraints for each sequence, practice exercise, etc.

c-44

List the available facilities, the time and duration of their use end -
the supervisory personnel needed. List all available training aide
for each block or unit. List all mediated and supplementary
instructional materials, their location, etc.

Refer to entry tests.

List courses taken and/or hours of training in specific
prerequisite areas.

List required physical skills and characteristics (e.g., coordination:-
motor,skills) and personal qualities (e.g., leadership, motivation, ete.).



On line
and

Off line

2.8

'."
*, Identify administrative restraints.

.
.

a4.4 .

A I

Testing Information.

.
. 45 c.

- ,

Provide teats priOred In Nook III,,

.. ,

4,1

. I

Furnish answers to test items.

.

\
a6.2

I

Provide directions for
administration.

,
,

.. .,

85-3

I
,

Provide scoring prOcedures to be
used.

'

85-4
,

4,

Administration directions.

a6

List all sequence ranks and guides of students.

-

1 1;2

B-8?

'at



-"\.

Mov,.

- 2.5

I .

,

Describe scheduling procedures.

i

86.1
- r

1
t-

I #

Discuss monitoring procen.

,

a6-2,
1

-

.1..

Provide instructions for
maintaining attendance records.

,

a6-3

,
,

Describe monitorinij requirements for
self-tests and practical exercises.

0,

a6-4

.1f
. '

Provide reconimandations for
handling' individual trainee
aifferences.

; a6-5

I

Describe procedures for keeping
the student productively involved in
the learning process.

( a7

..

Indicate recommendations for
--provkling an environment conducive

to learning,

. a8
-

r

voI

List schedule for using facilities, materiels, hnd personnel
resources.

iscuss needs of exceptionally fast/slow trainees.

For example, ways to elicit student activity.

For example, discuss value of displaying high motivation
of teachers and easy access to aids.

5,83
113

It



2,15

,
..

Provide teaching typgs, methods,
and techniques.

a9 ,

I-

Prepare students' gukie.

-

.
.4."

b

I

List prerequisites !or course
in terms of TLO's. .

bl

I

Explain framework of course.

if. b2 ,

I

Describe structure of course and 'its
environment.

,
b3

I .

Specify personnel to contact
when instructions or course
materials are not understood.

. k

b4

For examPU, Indicate ways trichinae pace In Instruction.

4

Describe time frame, prerequisite assumptions, pre-tests, if any,
post-test requirements/criteria, and course materials.

Explain sequense of coursi lessons, Use of aids, facilities, and

personnel in control of course, remedial branching; if present.

B-84

e.



I.

3.0 Outputs'

_

P;oducts.

3.1

,

Furnish all instructional materials,
exercises, self-tests, aids, etc.

, a

I

Furnish instructions for using
all materials developed.

b

,

.

Other documentation.

3.2

.

statement of
plan.

a

-.

,

.I
w

Prepare an outline
instructional development

.
I .

.
I

Write a summary patement
of any deviationsifrom plan and
reasons for deviations.

,

b

Prepare a report detailing
development time, costs, and
problems/solutions,

"""'; V" '" "V"","*.t.',"'-" "'"

c---

Describe management of course and students.

B-85 5
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Appendic C

DETAILED FLOWCHARTS OF AUTHOR AIDS FOR
IPISD BLOCK 11.2 ('DEVELOP TESTS) AND BLOCK 111.4 (DEVELOP INSTRUCTION)

The two sections,of flowchArts in this appe9dix servethree. purposes.
First, they further clerify IPISD Blocks 11.2 and 111.4. The number at the
heginning of each flowchart refers to the appropriate place,they are to be
inserted in the IPISD blecks flowcharted in Appendix B. Additional block
identification was not made' because of the complexity of the Ilowcharts.

The second purpose of,the flowcharts is to ptovide directions for the
use Of the On-line authoring.aids for test and lesson development. These
flowcharts are dketailed enOugh to lead an author from the beginning.of
development (the learning objective) to the finished product (on-line
for student use).

The third purpose of the flowcharts to shOw the logical flow of the
author aids (including where they fit illto the larger IpTSD process), so
that converbion of the aid is possibleM1 other computer-administered
instructional systiea. On-line deMonitritions of the flowcharts are possible
by accessing HumRAO lessons inquiryl (test Aevelopment) and inquiry2 (lesson
development on the PLATO system.

The flowcharts in this appendix ate on the.pages listed below.

Preparing CALTest Materials -- Page-C-2
Preparing CAI Lesson Materials.7- Page.C-30

cj



112.2,1.1,13 PREPARING CAI TEST MATERIALS

Obtain from The
slte director

4

See site director to
Otein dptaset fr
teinOorery stOratle,
of test

Has
PLATO 6
part lesson

been
designated

Sr site director for
PEATO lesson to
be used for final
storage of test

--"

Transfer block b
from inquiry 3 and
make the necessary
changes. Refer; to
the manual

I.

C- 2

"Ao

J

"

"

,

.



"

is

. A

*,

See site director
for creation
Instructions

Type n d watt
name tend lesson
name

Type in
time, limit,

,
,

e-1
I.

It

-

41,



4

o. ,

Type in whether
or not student is
given the optlfon
of branching to
the girl:

. .

Study general test
guidelines

.411

Vt"

Study learning
objective guidelines

Hps
objective

been
created
off line

Eder learning
objective No. 1

IA.

.t

Is
reading

loyal
exceeded

Make
revisions

C-4

M



Y-

a-

1,1

1 51
C-5



,

Write
constructed

response
item

Write test
instruction

.11

,

1 52
C-6



Multiple choice item format.

.0

. Have ,

multiple choice
test item guidelines

been studied
7

Study guidelines.

Has item
been created

off line

Use multiple choice
test preparation
worksheet.

Xype in stem.
Use option.

AtS

C-7 1 53



Make revisions.

Is

reeding level
exceeded in

stem

Revise
stem

?

Type in number
of answer
alternatives
including correct
answer.

Are answer
alternatives

3 < 6

Revise number
of answer
alternatives.

Chose
position

of correct answer
alternative

Type in answer
alternatives including
correct answer
(position randomly
selected)

())

Or

Type in answer
alternatives including
correct answer in
position desired.

Specify the
correct answer.

1



f

Are answer
alternatives of
unequal length

T

Complete scoring
form for item.

Finished
with learning

objective
.

Review next
learhing objective to
determine action
required..

155
C-9 '



Have
true/false

test item guidelines
been studied

T

Has
question

been created
off line

?

Use true/false
test item
worksheet.

Any
-options

used
1. 0

Use option.,



a

Is
reading level

exceeded

Make revisions.,

Revise
question

Type in whether
answer is true
or false

Timed
iteM

Type in time
permitted.

Finished
with learning

objective
p.C-16

Review next
learning objective to
determine action,
required.

C711

5



Constructed Response Item format.

Have
constructed

response test item
Idelines been

studied

Study guidelines.

lf

Has item
been created

off line
?

Use conitructed
response test item
worksheet.

Make revisions.

Is
reading level

exceeded

Revise
item

C-12
1 r-8

1.



Study examples.

Assistance
needed to enter

answers

Enter as many as
6 correct, partially
correct or incorrect
answers.

Ignore
capitalization

Type changes if
necessary.



e-

t

16 0

.1



4.

'y

Review next
learning objective
to determine action
required.

C-15
1,61

.4

4'

0
tt.



C-16,
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at

r

A

C-17

'

1 63

;

1.

4,\

-

I

fto.

rra

t.4'
4 ,

:

,



c

RevIew.guldellnes.
ci

to,a;!--

.

4.5 116,1

C-18

'
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0.

.1

.11

left

Stop temporarily.

Lesson
for formatting
test changed

Type in lesson name
for final storage of
test:

,

'1

Review test
on tine

Sign off
(Hit STOP 1)

See manual for
conversion
instructions.

Review test.

See mend& for
instructions.

z C-19

Sign into
inquiry 2
when ready to
continue.

1 65

. \

9 fi

A



1,11

kr

Create initial test Instructions

a

1

Write initial test
inetructions

Revise
instructions .111

..



Crest, during test instructions

:s

1 17

.

C-21

't



Stop, test is finished

C-22

66)



a

Type in scores
and avign score
to each answer

4*-

Will
student review
items missed

if test is
passed

V

C-23 6,9

.4



I f
student

failed test will
correct answer

to items missed
be shown

If
tudent

failed test will
items missed be
shown without

rrect answer

If
student

ailed will ther
be no review of

test
items

Specify review
option desired

C-24

1 110



Read-
ministration

of instructional
lesson

Then
readministra-
tion of test

items previously
a missed

Then
readministra-
tion of entire

test

Type in
option 2 E5

p.C-29

C-25

-4



'444

Reedminis-
tretion of

test items pre-
viously missed

T ¶ '

Give
student

- option of
reviewing instruc-

tion first

_Type in
option 5

Type in
option 3

C 26

a

c.,



,

Give
student

option of
reviewing

instruction
f irst

TyPe in
option 6

tr.

C-27
1 73



a

s,t

(14

.



.

)

I.

E5

`,

See manual on
conversion , 7instructions

%,

Review test

LEnd CAI
test creation

.

2.2.1 See Appendix 13, page B-25

'141

I

,4

.,,
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g,

111.4.2.3.13

'PREPARING CAI tEiSON'MATERIALS

Have
references

been
obtained?

See site director to obtain data set
for temporary storage of instruction.

Has data
set been

designated?

See site director for PLATO leison
to be used for final storage of
.instruction

Transfer-block from
inquiry 3 and ma a the
necessary changes.
Refer to the manual.

't4

site direct9r for creation
uctions.

4.

4.

r

C-30

1.;

-



f
t

Determine reading level
of trainees.

1.

Has reading
difficulty level been

decidea
e

Familiar
with PLATO

keyboard

Practice
-with editing

keys

Practice.

Study guideline describing
modules and lessons. Study guidelines fOr

preparing practice framek.

Study guidelines on
preparing learning
objectives. Objective

created
oft lire

Use learning objective
peeparation worksheet._

^0

kt 4

0

9

0 G-31.,,

r)



1

Need
assistance

Use options listed on
screen.

ci
.4

Make revisions.

ci

C-32

a

8

.1bor



C.

C-1

.

43.

.

r

:41

l

tr.

4

04,

v

1 .

fr>'
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Text. creation

'Guidelines
on text creation

studied
?

Create outline for
instruction.

.t1

List points to be
.covered.

Revise oittline.

Has -text
been created

off-line .

Use teXt preparationZ
worksheets for off-line
creation.

A.

p.C-35

4 ,.

C-34 7 !.

.1.111111

r

'Pr

17

.



-Obt

1

Are
options to be

, used
4 ?

Use option.

Is
margin
correct

Type in text.
Is

reading level
exceeded

Make revisions
Revise,

text frame

Create
another text

frame

Return to index

p.C-33

w

0
C-35,

Si

4



Practice frame creation.

4 v

a

(

a '

Muitiple*hbice format.
,

Guidelines
on multiplerthoice

practice items
studied

Study guidelines
for preparing
-multiplechoice
practice items.

Use Multiple-choice
practice item -
worksheet.

a
vir 1 s

-
C-36



$

.

Type in number of
answer alternatives
including correct
answer.°

Revise number of
answer alternatives.

hammems.

Chose
position of correct

answer
alternative

7

Type in answer
alternatives
including correct
answer in position
randomly selected.

Type in answer
alternatives
including correct
answer in position
desired.

Specify the correct
answer.

Are
answer

_alternatives of
unequal length

Al ternatives
revised.

Type in number
attempts permitted
(1-3).

rir

c-37

1.S3



Try again
feedback based on

specific answer
?

ft

C 38

1

; 0

.

t

Mo.



4

-

Made revisions.
Is

reading level
exceeded

?

Revise
feedback

?

Is number
of feedbacks

number of
atteipts'
mintis 1

Another
multiple-choice
practice item

K1
6.C-36

Type in try again
feedback for
1st wrbng answer

. alternative.

fir
p.C-33

Is-
reading level

exceeded

....M

Type in try again
feedback for next
wrong answer
altet native.

More
wrong answer
alternatives

Another
multiple-choice
*practice item

I

A

ff



'*

.1p

Guidelines
for true/false
practice item

studied

SApdy guidelineP
for preparing
true/felse practice
items.

Item created
off-line

Use true/false
'practice item.'
worksheet.

Type in question. Any
options

used

Use option.

Is
reading level
exceeded in

stem

Make revisions.

Revise
stem

Type in correct
answer feedback.

Is
reading level

exceeded
.

Revise
feedback

a?.

-1

a



Is
reading level

exceeded

Another
true/false

practice item
?

4

4.

C7-41 '

"

A



.;. ..
.

".

Constructed response format.

Guisiefine;
for constructed

response practice
items studied

Study guklelines
for preparing
constructed
response practice

Useponstructed
'resiSonse practice.,
item-worksheets.

A

c.

r

q.

Any
options

used

Use_option:

is
, reading I ve

exceeded in
stem

flfhise
stem

?

Asgistance
needed to enter
correct answers

Study examples.

Ent.eit as many
4 correct answer's.

:

9-42 .

y

S'N?
0

4-

;I

.1



Ignore
capitatization

Permit
extra words in

tmswers

Type change if
necessary.

v

4 v

!;A

S' 9

C 4, 3

-



,

I

/We change; if
necessary. "

Different
feedbacks for

correct answds
listed

?

;LC 46

reading level
exceeded

-Make revision.

A

e.

p.C-45'

s.

41.

\)

C-44

36,

f

P

fr"



,

T

Assistance
needed o enter

anticipated wrong
answerg

nter as ma4 as
four anticippted
wrong answers.

t.

A

0

C-45

4

1 91

0

.0"



Type correct
answer feedback
for answer 1.

'Revise
foedback

JO"

More
arowers

Type correct
answer feedbaik
for each
remaining apswer.

Is
reading level

exceeded

Malb:revisions:

p. C-45

g

C-4 6

1

a



't

,

Type in number
.of attempts
permitted.

Are
attempts between

1 and 3

p.C-49

Different
try again

feedbacks for
each attempt

?

p.C-48

Type genet's!
try again fiRdbaCk. Is

reading level
exceeded

Make revisions.

I#

s

Revise
feedback

7

Are
3 attempts
permitted

7

p.C-49

1 93

C-4 7
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Type try again
feedback for
attempt 1

Make revisions,

Type try again
feedback for next
attempt.

Make revisions.

S.

A

C- 4 8 .

1

ii



1,

es

Another
constructed response

item

et

C-4 9

195

-41It

f
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N

.c

Use learning
objective
preparation
wprksheet.

Enter learning
objective.

Make revisions.

1 06
C-56-

-

..



Type,in guideline
number.

Review guidelines

4

Return to inde)

v

\.,

-1



§top temporarily.

Lesson
for formatting

'instruction changed

. Type in new lesson
name for fInal
storage of
instruction.,

,

Review leSson
on line

Sign into inquiry 2
when rbady`to
continue. 4

See manual for
-conversion
instructions.

, Review lesson.

See maniial for
instructions..

Cr-52

a

96)
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se"

A

Lessoh
for formatting

instruction
changed

Stop, lesson Is finished.

Type in new
lesson name for
final storage of
instructions.

See manual for
conversion
instructions.

Review lesson.

End CAI lesson
crdation.

See Appendix B
page B-79.
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